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PREFACE

This 1991 Annual Report from Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) describes research in environment and health conducted during fiscal year 1991. This year the
report consistsof four parts, each in a separate volume.

The four parts of the report are oriented to particular segments of the PNL program, describing research
perfon'nedfor the DOE Office of Health and Environmental Research in the Office of Energy Research. In
some instances, the volumes report on research funded by other DOE components or by other govern-
mental entities under interagency agreements. Each part consists of project reports authored by scten-
fistsfrom several PNL research departments, reflecting the multidlsciplinarynature of the research effort.

The parts of the 1991 Annual Report are:

Part 1: Biomedical Sciences
Program Manager: J.F. Park J.F. Park, Report Coordinator

S. A. Kreml, Editor

Part 2: Environmental Sciences

Program Manager: R.E. Wildung D.A. Perez, Editor

Part 3: Atmospheric Sciences
Program Manager: W.R. Barchet L.K. Grove, Editor

Part 4: PhysicalSciences
ProgramMar_ager: L.H. Toburen L.H. Toburen, Report Coordinator

R. C. Pedersen_Editor

Activitl9s of the scientists whose work is described in this annual report are broader in scope than the
articles indicate. PNL staff have responded to numerous requests from DOEduring the year for planning,
for service on various task groups, and for special assistance.

Credit for this armu_l report goes to the many scientists who performed the research and wrote the indi-
vidual project reports, to the program managers who directed the researctl and coordinated the technical
progress reports, to the editors who edited the individual project reports and assembled the four parts,
and to Ray Baalman, editor in chief, who directed the total effort.

T. S. Tenforde

Health and Environmental ResearchProgram
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FOREWORD

Within the U.S. Departrnent of Energy's (DOE's) Office of Health and Environmental Research (OHER),
the atmospheric sciences and c_,_'on dioxide research programs are part of the Environmental Sciences
Division (ESD)_ One of the central missions of the division is to provide the DOE with scientifically
defensible information on the local, regional, and global distributions of energy-related pollutants and their
effects on climate. This information Is vital to the definition and implementation of a sound national energy
strategy. This volume reports on the progress and status of ali OHER atmospheric science and climate
research projects at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL).

PNL has had a long history of technical leadership in the atmospheric sciences research programs within
OHER. Within the ESD, the Atmospheric Chemistry Program (ACP) continues DOE's long-term
commitment to study the continental and oceanic fates of energy-related air pollutants. Research through
direct measurement, numerical modeling, and laboratory studies in the ACP emphasizes the long-range
transport, chemical transformation, and removal of emitted pollutants, oxidant species, nitrogen-reservoir
species, and aerosols. The Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program continues to
apply basic research on density-driven circulations and on turbulent mixing and dispersion in the
atmospheric boundary layer to the micro- to mesoscale meteorological processes that affect air-surface
exchange and to emergency preparedness at DOE and other facilities,

Research at PNL provides basic scientific underpinnings to DOE's program of global climate research.
Research projects within the core carbon dioxide and ocean research programs are now integrated with
those in the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM), the Computer Hardware, Advanced
Mathematics and Model Physics (CHAMMP), and quantitative links programs to form DOE's contribution to
the U.S. Global Change Research Program. Climate research in the ESD has the common goal of
improving our understanding of the physical, chemical, biological, and social processes that influence the
Earth system so that national and international policymaking relating to natural and human-induced
changes in the Earth systemcan be given a firm scientific basis.

The description of ongoing atmospheric and climate research at PNL is organized In two broad research
areas:

• Atmospheric Research

• Climate Research

Tllis report describes the progress in FY 1991 in each of these areas. A divider page summarizes the
goals of each area and liststhe projects that support research activities.
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ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

Atmospheric research at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) focus6s primarily on two areas: the flow
of air In complex terrain and the fate of emissions as they are transported and processed in the atmos-
phere. Analyses of airflow in complex terrain Investigate wl_at roles energy exchange, terrain configura-
tion, and scale interactions for coupled flows (e.g., slope, valley, and gradient) play in developing and
destroying boundary-layer circulations and in dispersing contaminants. Analyses of the regional-scale
transport of emissions address the physical and chemical processes that occur within cloud and precipi-
tation systems, including the inflow and outflow dynamic microphysical, chemical, and scavenging prop-
erties of clouds, regional wet deposition patterns_and the climatology of storm chemistry.

Research activities include field experiments, data analysis, and modeling simulations. Field experiments
provide data for analysis in both airflow and emission processing research, and modeling simulations
provide a tool for predicting airflow and emission transport and mitigating tt-_eireffects. _nFY 1991, two
field experiments were performed, analysis of data from previous experiments continued, and model
development was advanced both in the examination of airflow in complex terrain and in the transport and
processing of pollutants,

The two field programs supported by projects whose progress is summarized in this report were a
multilaboratory measurement program adjacent to Colorado's Front Range near the U.S. Department of
Energy's (DOE's) Rocky Flats Plant and an aircraft study of the characteristics of the smoke plume from the
Kuwait oil-well fires. The two-week-long Colorado field study at the end of January and beginning of
February obtained an initial characterization of the complex meteorological features that may influence the
fate of atmospheric contaminants released in the region. As one of several aircraft measurement pro-
grams in the Persian Gulf region coordinated by the World Meteorological Organization, PNl. used its
Gulfstream-1 aircraft during July and August to measure several physical, chemical, and radiative prop-
erties of the oil-fire plume.

Numerical computer models are used to help analyze the results of measurement programs and to carry
out numerical experiments that extend the range of conditions being studied. Models under develop-
ment at PNL include some that simulate mesoscale airflow in complex terrain and some that simulate the
transport and removal of pollutants through deposition or reaction on regional and global scales. These
inv_stigations are systematically increasing the reliability of theoretical descriptions and models. Such
mo,Jels hold the promise of translating descriptive and forecasting capabilities to the great number of
locations where boundary-layer flow and contaminant dispersicn and removal are significantly influenced
by terrain features, surface energy exchange, and regional characteristics of meteorology and atmos-
pheric chemistry.

The following articles present summarles of the progress in FY 1991 under these research tasks:

• Atmospheric Chemistry Program Management and Coordination

• Nonlinearity/Acid Precipitation Processing

• Research Aircraft Operations

• ASCOT Program Management

• Atmospheric Boundary-Layer Studies

• Atmospheric Diffusion In Complex Terrain

° Coupling/Decoupling of Synoptic and Valley Circulations.
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Atmospheric Research

DOE Atmospheric Chemistry o Paul Davidovitz, Boston College: Meas- -
Program Direction urement of Gas/Water Uptake Coefficients -

lcr Trace Gases Active in the Marine _

J. M. Hales Environment,
T

Efforts in FY 1991 were addressed to a major re- - William Marlow, Texas A&M' Atmospheric
structuring of the Atmospheric Chemistry.Program Aerosol Microphysics: Formation, Characteri-
(ACP), based on the need to consolidate the over- zation, and interaction.
ali effort within a reduced financial base. As cur-
rently composed, the program involves five DOE - Peter McMurray, University of Minnesota:
laboratories and one National Oceanic and Ultrafine Aerosol Size Distributions and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) affiliate: Sulfuric Acid Vapor Pressures: lmplica- .lions of New Particle Formation in the

• Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) Atmosphere.

• Brookhaven National Laboratory(BNL) - Judith Weinstein-Lloyd, SUNY/OId

• Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) Westbury: Atmospheric Peroxides.

• Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory (ORNL) • The ACP conducted ,.', special aircralt-
measurement project in the Kuwait oil-fire

o PacificNorthwest Laboratory (PNL) plume. The Gulfstream-1 operated by PNL was

• NOAA's Atmospheric Turbulenc_ and Diffusion deployed to the Persian GuY!region tor these
Division (ATDD). measurements and was operated by ACP per.

sonnel from PNL and BNL. Flight operations
Consolidation has been largely accomplished, lt is were supported by forecast model output from
being documented, along with a five-year research Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
plan, in the ACP Operations Plan, which will be (LLNL) and NOAA's Atmospheric Research
published early in 1992. Other significant events Laboratory (ARL). The data have undergone
in FY 1991 include the following' initial processing and are being summarized in

a formal DOE report,
• The National Academy of Sciences Atmos-

pheric Cilemistry Committee has published its Activities of the individual ACP laboratories are
detailed review of the ACP.(a) This review being reported continuously in _heACP's Monthly
encouraged the continuation of ACF and Update, which is distributed by PNL. Persons
supported its development along with the Interested in receiving the Monthly Update should
proposed focus on DOE's Nationa; Energy contact
Strategy. The ACP Operations Plan is being
written with strong guidance taken from the J.M. Hales, ACP Science Director
NAS report. Pacific Northwest Laboraton,,'

, The ACP initiated its University Grants Program P.O. Box 999, MS K1-74
with the selection of five university proposals Richland, Washington 99352 z

for funding. The projects selected are

- Pamela Aker, University of Wisconsin at Atmospheric Chemistry ProgramMilwaukee: Characterization of Gas-Aerosol

Interaction Kinetics Using Morphology- C. M. Berkowitz, E. G. Chapman, M. T. Dana, R. C.
Dependent Stimulated Raman Scattering. Easter, and D. J. Luecken

The overall objective of the Atmospheric
_) National Research Council, 1(391. The Department of Chemistry Program is to conduct research that °

netgy s Atmospheric Chemistry Program, A Critical Review. furthers our understanding of atmospheric pro-NationalAcademy Press,Washington, [3.C.
cesses rete,_ant to the effects of energy-related



pollutants on the global atmospheric environme=_t. Transatlantic Transport of Sulfur

This research combines field observations arLd Sulfur plays an important role in atmospheric chem-
modeling studies to provide needed information istry, lt can be oxidized to form sulfate _erosol,
for implementing DOE's National Energy Strategy which in turn affects the acidity of precipitation, lt
and for guiding how DOE develops air pollution- has been estimated that a large fraction of the total
_'elatedconstraints, sulfate aerosol can act as cloud condensation

nuclei, and recent work by Charison et al. (1991)
Precipitation and cloud fields have a measurable has implicated sulfate as a major factor for deter.
effect on the chemical climatology of the tropo- mining the global-scale albedo.
sphere. Past studies by PNL have verified that

production of hydrogen peroxide increases in the To Investigate the role of sulfur in global-scale
vicinity of clouds and have established that sulfate processes, PNL performed a number of simula-
wet removal rates are dependent on precipitation tions using a three-dimensional global-scale
rates. Dynamic cloud models, s(;,phisticated Eulerian model to evaluate the transatlantic
chemical kinetic packages, and new methods of transport of sulfur. This Global Chemistry Model
computer visualization have ;ncreased our un_er- (GChM) simulates emissions, transport, chemical
standing of the complexities of these atmospheric transformations, and wet and dry deposition.
cleansing processes. Unique to GChM is its explicit parameterization of

removal processes in clouds. Details are given by
_esearch during FY 1991 Included studies that Luecken et al. (1991). One-month wlnter and
modeled several aspects of tropospheric chem- summer simulations were performed using mete-
istry and a five-week field study of the plume orological informat{on from a global climate model
resultirlg from oil fires in Kuwait. The modeling for a perpetual January and a perpetual July (i.e.,
studies and an instrument development program simulations were performed with a fixed sea
are described here; the field study is described in a surface temperature and a fixed zenith angle)
separate section. Specific objectives addressed

during FY 1991 were to Other studies, based on less explicit descriptions
• Investigate transport of sulfur species over the of wet removal, hay3 suggested that the North

northern Atlantic Ocean, using a global-scale American contribution to sulfur"concentrations and
chemical model that contains an explicit deposition over the Northern Atlantic ocean is _
description of removal processes in clouds, greater than those from Europe. The results of

this study Indicate that European and North• evaluate the impact of anthropogenic sulfate
aerosols on the planet's radiation balance, via American anthropogenic sources of SO2 can
both their direct role in scattering and their contribute equally to sulfur ioadings and deposi.
potential effect on cloud albedo and cloud tion over tl_e North Atlantic (Figure 1).

lifetime, Anthropogenlc Forcing of the Planetary
• investigate conditions under which boundary Radiative Budget by Sulfate Aerosols

' layer aerosols can be transported aloft via
convective cloud circulation, Aerosols Impactthe natural atmosphere by enhanc.

ing cloud albedo. For a fixed amount of water
• examine the sensitivity of wet deposition to vapor, the addition of cloud condensation nuclei

chemical inflow conditions for several types of will result in a greater number of small cloud drop-
storms, using previously collected field data as lets. lt has been postulated that this reduction in
a basecase for the analysis, and droplet size will be associated with an increase in

• modify the trace atmospheric gas analyzer for cloud albedo (Twomey et al. 1984).
use aboard the Guifstream-1 aircraft operated
by PNL. Sulfate aerosols generated from anti "._,_genic

SO.., may increase cloud condensation, nuclei
, Key results from this research are summarized in toading over the western North Atlantic. To investi-

the following sections, gate whether these aerosols are enhanc:ng cloud
i
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FIGURE 1. Surface-Level Concen_ations (in Pi)b) of Anthropogenio Sulfate for a One-Month (July) Simulation.

albedo, PNL's GChM is being used with meteoroo Ohio showed water vapor and aerosol number mix.
logical data from the European Center tor Medium ing ratio decreasing strongly with altitude between
Range Forecasting to identify regions of maximum the boundary layer and upper troposphere, with a
sulfate concentrations. These simulations will pro- high correlation between the vertical profiles
vide guidance to C. M. Benkovitz of Brookhaven (Kieinman and Daum 1991). Because global-scale
National Laboratory for detailed study of satellite models often treat aerosol removal identically to
data. the removal ct water vapor, better understanding

of the observations could improve the treatment of
In addition, Charlson et al. (1991) have argued aerosols.
that, in cloud-free air, sulfate particles scatter sun-
light, some of which is lost to space, thereby reduc- A study to examir,e this phenomenon was initiated
ing solar irradiance at the ground. To evaluate this during FY 1991, using a one-dimensional convec-
radiative forcing term, previous studies have used tive cloud version of the PLUVIUS model (Easter
climatological values for key parameters. Prelimi- and I.uecken 1988). In the simulations, aerosol
nary results from the GChM analysis indicate that particles were injected at various heights into
such forcing is only locallysignificant. The radiative simulated convective clouds. Trace quantities of
forcing term involves both cloud cover and sulfur water vapor were also introduced to identify differ-
emissions, and as a result its spatial distribution is ences in how convective storm systems process
very heterogeneous and not easily characterized aerosols andwater,
by simple scaling arguments.

Preliminary results from this study were reported
Transport of Boundary Layer Aerosols to by Kleinman et al. (1991) and are shown in Fig-

" the Free Troposphere ure 2. The effect of in-cioud removal of aerosol

The fifth Processing of Emissions by Clouds and panicles by precipitation scavenging can be
Precipitation (PRECP-V) field experiment in central judged by comparing the vertical profiles of soluble

5
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Initial Profiles and non-soluble aerosol particles. These results
vapor (Q,g/kg) and aerosol (N,#/cc) suggest that aerosol particles, even those that are

moderately soluble, are removed by scavenging
,, more efficiently than water vapor is. We hypothe-

size 'that_his occurs because when a cloud droplet
is removed, the aerosols contained within that
droplet are also removed. This effect is more pro-,r

nounced 1forsoluble aerosols, which are trans-
o

ferred to I:;ioud droplets more efficiently, than for
insoluble aerosols. The net effect is that more
aerosols l!lre removed than cloud droplets, and the
difference in removal rates is a function of aerosol

o .......... -, -. solubility,.
1 5 10 50 100 500

Sensitivity of Wet Deposition to S_,orrn
Inflow Conditions

Profiles of N/Q
In another modeling study (Berkowitz 1991), a
series of cloud chemistry simulations were per-

<.._... form,,:_dto evaluate how sensitive sulfate wet
" i.'." • . removal rates were to changes in the vertical

distributions of S02 and oxidant species. This
'_".. (i studywas done in part to evaluate how changes in

E ,_.... \ the vertical distributions of chemical pollutants
entering different types of storms related to

0n_ , changes in surface chemistn.. A secondpurpose
----- Insoluble I "_'_ of this study was to verify the evaluation of the

---- altsoluble I '_ RADM Scavenging Module'sperformance in repro-,= ducing observations made during the Frontal,,, .

1 5 lO so loo 500 Boundary Study (Berkowitz et al. 1989).

Key findings were as follows: First, deposltlon
Final Profiles from stratiform storms is more strongly dependent

vapor (Q,g/kg) and aerosol (N,#/cc) on the initial gas-phase profiles as a function of
height than is deposition from convective storms.

_Q _ Differences in the ratio of SO2 to H202 as a rune-'0 __...;, .................... rien of height can have a large effecton the rate of
"_... ......' deposition and hence the nature of the

( proportionality(linearity)of wet removal iri stratiform
" " '".,, '".. storms. No similarsensitivitywas found forconvec-

E "_,.,<",.,.,,o tive systems. Second, the rate of deposition from

_ '_.,,,i",.,. convective storms is sensitive to the total mass

_a_ "',<"... loadingof SO 2andH202, withonly a weak depend-ence on the vertical profiles. Third, concentrations
o \L_ --_ a..IIs°luble I '_' of sulfateinprecipitationwere generally insensitive

"" to perturbations in the fine structure of the Initial
5 lo _0 _oo 50o gas-phase profiles,

FIGURE 2. Vertical Concentration Profiles at the End of a 60-
Minute Convective Cloud Simulation for Three Aerosol Categories:
a) Ali Soluble, b) Partially Soluble, and c) Ali Insoluble. Also
shown is the associated mixing ratio of water vapor.



Modifications to the Trace Atmospheric generator,which is intended to fill Trace Atmos-
Gas Analyzer for Application in the pheric Gas Analyzer power requirements exclu-
Gulfstream-1 Aircraft slvely. This modificationhas requireda substantial

During the past year, scientists at PNL and at amount of engineering design, fabrication, and
Battelle's Columbus laboratories have been testing; a 150-hour ground test of the generator
modifyingaircraftand instrumentsystemsto pro- assembly has been completed on a gear-box
vide tandem mass-spectroscopy measurements mock-up, and it has been installed on the
onboardthe Gulfstream-l. The mass spectrome- Gulfstrearn-l. Second, the Trace Atmospheric
ter beingmodifiedfor thisapplicationis the Trace Gas Analyzer itself has been disassembled and
Atmospheric Gas Analyzer built by the Sciex rebuiltas three modules. This major reconfigura-
Corporationin Canada. The Trace Atmospheric tion allowsfor convenientinstallationand removal
Gas Analyzerappliestwo quadrupolemassfiltersin of themachinefromthe aircraft.
a seriesconfigurationto provideunambiguousand
highlyspecific detectionof pollutantspecies. Its Further Objectives
large vacuum pump and state-of-the-art ion The most general objective for the Atmospheric
counting tecl_nology combine to provide sensi- ChemistryProgram in the future is to work within
tivitiestllat approacl_the part-per-trillionlevel for the objectivesof the InternationalGlobal Atmos-
many species (Table 1). Ii_ addition, the Trace phericChemistryProgram (IGAC 1991). Bywork-
Atmospheric Gas Analyzer can monitor several ing withotherorganizationsin IGAC, PNL willpool
species simultaneouslyand responds rapidly: a its resourceswith other research institutionsto
recent transient-response test at Battelle's measure, understand, and eventually to predict
Columbuslaboratoriesindicateda responsetime changes in the chemistry of the global atmos-
on the order'of 10 Hz. phere. The particularareas within IGAC inwhich

PNL will participateare

The Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzer has a high 1 Natural Variability and Anthropogenic Perturba-
electrical power demand, is large, and is too cum- '
bersome in its standard configuration for conveni- tions of the Marine Atmosphere' A field pro-

gram over the western Pacific is being planned
ent airborne application. These features have
induced program scientists to make two major in order to begin development of a chemical
modifications to the existing equipment: First, the climatology tor this region. Such a climatology

will be important in evaluating the effects on
gearbox on one engine of the Gulfstream-1 has global-scale air quality of the increasing use of
been customized to accommodate a large auxiliary coal in the Pacific Rim countries, The geographi-

cal location of PNL, is a very good position for
evaluating the pertud_ations that this expected

TABLE 1.3"raceA_losphedc GasAnalyzer Sensitivities,in Parts development will have on the atmosphere over
PerTri!lion,toSelected Species the Pacific Ocean. A second program is

__ _ $_c_L _ _ planned for the western North Atlantic Ocean
NitricAcid 103 and will focus on the transport of pollutants from
Ni_ousAcid 500 North America and the effect these pollutants
FormicAcid 500 have on the oxidative capacity of the
AceticAcid

2 atmosphere.

Pyridine 2 2. Global Distributions, Transformations, Trends,
Toluer_e 93 and Modeling' The efforts will concern the-_ SulfuricAcid 10
SulfurDioxide 100 chemical and physical evolution of cloud con-
Ace_e 4O densation nuclei as controllers of cloud
Dimethylnitrosamine 10
Benzonitrile 4 prope rties.

7



_tate Preclpitatf,on-Scavenging Model." Atmos-Our |nvoivementin this componentof IGAC willbe _',
a combinationof laborator3rstudiesand =Todeling. pheric Environment 23:1555-1571,
The modeling effort will L-_a continuation of the
programsdescribed earlier in this contribution. A Charlson, R. J., J. Langner, H, Rodhe, C. B.
new laboratoryeffortwill be init_latedby '$talf_at PNL Leovy, and S. G. Warren, '_991, "Pertulbatlon of
and Battelle's Columbus laboratories. This new the Northern Hemisphere Radiative Balanc_ by
Initiative wlll attempt to dedve a relationship be,. Backscattering from Anthropogenlc Sulfate
tween the number density of sulfate aerosols and Aeroso_s."Te/tus (inpress),,
the number donsity of cloud condensationn¢;ciei
by using a cloud_r_lensation nuclei cnunterand Easter',R, C., and D, J. Luecken. 1988. "A Simu.,
photochemicalsmog chambers. Aerosols aSsoct- lation of Sulfur Wet Deposition and Its Depen-
ated with energy production have tong been sus- donee on the Inflow of Sulfur Species to Storms,"
pectedof affecllng not only the clear sky albedoof Atmospheric Environment 22:2715-2739.
the planet, but al_ th "cloud dropdensity In thin
clouds. If they do h_,., a significant Impact on IGAC. 1991. The IntemationatG/oba/Atmosphefic
droplet number density,it would be expected that Chemistry (/GAC) Programme: A Core Project of
they would also ha,_',_an impact on the cloud the /nternationa/ Geosphere-Biosg, here Pro-
albed¢i, ar,J hence, on the planetary radiation gramme, ed. I. E. Gatbally. CommissiononAtrnos-
budget and climate. To date, there havebeen no pherlc Chemistry and Global Pollution of the
defensible arguments relating the functional form International Association of Meteorology and
o! aerosol number density and ¢_._hancedcloud Atmospheric Physics,
condensation nuclei,

Kteinman, L. I., and P, H, Daum, 1991. "Vertical
The Atmospheric Chemistry Program will attempt Distributionof Aerosol Particles,Water Vapor,and
to provide such a relation experimentally. The InsolubleTrace Gases in ConvecttvelyMixed Air."
method by which we propose to do this involves Journal of Geophysical Research 96:991.1005.
combining smog chamber studies wtth a cloud
condensationnucleicounter. A varietyof chemical Kieinrnan,L. I., P. H. Daum, and C. M. Berkowttz.

. ,nixes of SO2, 03, H202, and other pollutantswill 1991. "Effects ol In-Cloud Processes upon the
be used to initiate ttle reactions leading to the Vertical Distributionof Aeroso,I Particles: Obser-
formation of sulfate. Air'will be removed from th!s rations and Numer_cai Simulations." Paper pre-
mix at selected times and Injected into a CCN sented at the Fifth International Conference on
counter. Although the details =,re stlil being Precipitation Scavenging and Atrnospl_oric-
thought out, there is reason to believe that this Su_.'faceExchange Processes, July 15-19, 1991,
novel combination of _nstruments could e.nswer Richland, Washington. PNL.-SA..19667, Pacific
this fundamental question. Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington.

References Luecken, D. J., C. M. Berkowitz,and R. C. Easter.

Berkowitz,C. M. 1991, "The Responseof Sulfate 1991. "Usa of a Three.Dimensional Cloud-
Linearityand PrecipitationChemistryto Gas-Phase Chemistry Model to Study the TransatlanticTrans-
Profiles." Atmospheric Environmen_ 25A:1295. por_ of Soluble Sulfur Species." Journal of
1311. Geoph),sica/Research 96:22,477-22,490.
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-- G_obalCloudAlbedo."Tel/us 36B:356-366,
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PNL Aircraft :',/leasurements In the , document how the plume affects the solar
Kuwait Oil,,Fire Plume energy balance forfutureapplic_tionto assess-

inghemisphericand globalattenuationof solar
K. M. Busness, P. H. Daum,ta)j. M. Haes,. C.M . radiationby anthrol_genic aerosols,and
Berkowitz, S. DoTom/cb,R. V. Hannigan, and O. B.
Abbey • characterize the radiative absorptionproperties

of the plume and as_,oclated atmospheric
Dudng ,Julyand August 1991, PNL, tn collabora- motions to determine possible plurne-induced
tlon with Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) perturbations of atmospheric dynamics a,_d
and Lawrence Uvermore National Laboratory associated feedbacks to the climate.
(LLNl.), conducted a f_eldmeasurement program
in the eastern Saudi Arabia re,=_ionto study the This was one of several measurement programs
composition and transport of the smoke plume conducted in the area as a result of the oil-well fires
resulting from the burning oil-well fires in Kuwait. In Kuwait, and lt Involved Interaction with several
The Gutfstream-1 aircraft operated by PNL, the international groups, tncludin_,' the National
Instrumentation, and the scientific crew were Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
deployed to a base In the Middle East, the Island and government agencies in Bahrain and Saudi
state of Bahrain, to measure chemical, radiative, Arabia. The U.S. aircraft measurementprogram in
and meteorological properties In the plume, the region was coordinated within an international

World Meteorological Organization (WMO) plan,
The p_'imary objectives of this measurement which atternpted to provide a continuous moni-
program were to toring presence in the Persian Gulf region during

the oil fires. Other aircraft measurement teams
• collect information from which the rates of whose work preceded that of the DOE team

transformation/_'emoval of constituents of the Included Bd!ish,German, and Canadian aircraft, as
Kuwait oil-fireplume could be evaluated, well as aircraft owned by the National Center for

• characterize the chemical and physical Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the University
properties of the plume over a range of dis- of Washington L_;:derNational Science Foundation
tances from the source, and (NSF) sponsorship. Simultaneous with the early

flights of the DOE aircraft, a National Aeronautics
• take _dvantage of the one.time opportunity &hd Space Administration (NASA)/Saudi helt-

for quantitative evaluation of large-scale cc,_terwas operating in Kuwait to character(ze the
atmospheric-chemistry models and assoc;ated near-source plume. The results of the DOE meas-
models of radiant transport through aerosol urement effort, as part of the large multiagency
plumes, data collection, will be made available to the scfen.

In the future, two DOE global atmospheric tific community at large, for evaluating plume char.
chemistry models, LLNL's GranTour and PNL's acteristic_,, determining Impact on the environ.
GChM, will be applied to this study, using aircraft ment, and Improving large-scale environmental
data and meteorological observations. Both are models.
time-resolved models capable of Incorporating
field results on a mechar,istfc basis and capable of The Gulfstream-1 departed from Pasco, Washing.
simulationson large_scaiedomains, ton, onJuly 21 and arrived in Bahrain, the mideast

base of operations, on July 25. After final configur-
Subobjectives to be considered were to ing of the ai='craftequipment and extensive coordi-

nation with local government agencies, the first
• assemble an optimal descriptive observational sampling mission was flown on July 31. The

and modeling database for assessing the Gulfstream-1 was extensively reconfigured for
downstream environrnental impact of pollutant chemistry, radiation, particle, and meteorological
deposition from the plume, measurements, as Indicated in the summary of

instrumentation in Table 1. AdditionaLly, the
ta) BrookhavenNatior_l Laboratory,=



TABLE 1, Summz_,yofAircraftInstrumentation

._.._...... lnsLTument.... . _ _._ . _.......... ,,___.,.M_J_llt_..____

Aerosolspectrometerprobe Airborneaerosol0.12.3 I.ml
Par*,Jdespectrometerprobe _Droplets/particles2-47 tun
Totaltemperaturesystem Tctal/sta_ temperature
Pressuresystem Ambientpressure
Hygrometer _int temperature
Nephetorneter Patti:deI_ghtscatteringCoscat)

, Ozoneanalyzer Ozone
SQzanalyzer SOz
CO analyzer CO

CO2analyzer COdNO_NO2analyzer
NO/NO=analyzer NO, NO=
Electricalaerosolanalyzer Submicronaerosol
CCN instrument CCN
Vis_le and infraredradiationsensors Solarradiation

• Canistersamplingsystem Gasphasehydrocarbon$/CO2
Airsamplingsystemwithtlowmeters I_nte_rat_lgasandaerosolfiRers

: L.oran,globalpositioningsystem,inertialnavigationsystem PosttiorValr_ft attitude

aircraft was equipped witi_specially installed air- During the study, prevailing winds were predomi-
conditioning equipment In anticipation of the nantlyfromthe north,generallycarryingthe plume
extreme temperatures expected in the region southwardfrom Kuwaitover the eastern Arabia_
during midsummer. Sampling operations would Peninsula and the Persian Gulf. Initial program
have been impossiblewithout this equipment,as planning had optimistically called for sampling
temperatures approaclling 50°C and relative flightsfarther downwindfrom the plume source,as
humiditiesof 80 to 90% were encountered. Even far south as the Arabian Sea, but difficulty in
then, a few instrumentsmalfunctionedas a result accurately locating the plume at such extended
of the extreme environmentalconditions, distances, limited aircraft range, and difficulty in

obtaining clearance for flight in southern Saudi
Flight planning was conducted onsite dally, using airspace pr_.cluded successful sampling so far
local assistance from the Bahrain meteorology south.
center, forecasts provided by an ARAMCO mete-
orology group in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, and The DOE team flew 13 samplingmissionsbetween
model-generated forecasts transmitted by faG- July 31 and August 17, mostly near the northeast
simile from LLNL. and NOAA. ]'he NOAA fore- coast of Saudi Arabia, as shownin Figure1, which
casts, based on their HY-SPLIT transport and shows the locations of major cross-plume sampling

:. dispersion model, produced plume trajectories tracks. Missions were designed to Intercept the
and 12-hour average soot concentrations. The plume at varying distances from the source, In
LLNL ADPIC/MATHEW models produced map order to sample the plume at differentages. Local
contours of plume concentration and plume age meteorological conditions often foiled such
predictions. These forecasts served quite well at attempts,however,causingrecent and aged reclr-

= moderate distances from the plume source, but culated p_umeto occupy the same airspace. Typl-
occasionally suffered Inaccuracies at greater cally, several traverses were flown along each track

" distances, nc,t somuch as a result of model inade,, at elevationsfrom 500 to 5000 m, to obtain meas-
quacles, but rather because of their reliance on urements througl_out the vertical extent of the
numerically forecast winds over wide regions, plume and across its horizontal expanse.

: Later irithe study,missions were shifted to later in
the day, to allow satellitedata to be incorporated Several Integratedsamples that were collected on

: into the flight planning process so that aircratt fitter media are undergoing analysis at BNL for a
positioning could be improved.

=,
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FIGURE 1. Major Plume Cross Sections Rown by Gulfstream-1.

number of organic and inorganicspecies, includ- Preliminary Findings

ing SO2, HNO3, condensedvolatileorganic com- When ali analysistasks have been completed, a
pounds, SO4, NO3, and several formsof carbon, detailed data repor_will be prepared and data will
and for aerosol light-absorptioncoefficient and be made available for inclusioninthe WMO data-
aerosol mass. ';anister samplesare being ana- base. At this time, analysistasks are under way,
lyzedat Battelle'sColumbus laboratoriesto deter- but none are yet completed. Preliminaryindica-
mine the light and heavy hydrocarboncontents of tions from flight notes and real-time charts show
the plume and to provide backup indicationsof widely varying concentrationsot gas species and
CO2 concentrations. Processingof real-timetapes particulates, depenciing on plurne age and
from the aircraft data acquisition system has distancefromthe source, as would be expected.
begun.
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Near-source levels of SO2 exceeded 200 ppb, the • conduct the ASCOT experimental program in
upper range limit of the instrument used. Levels ol the Front Range area of the Colorado Rockies,
NO/NOxwere several parts per billion, but substan- focusing on its multivalley drainage and multi-
tlally less than levels of SO2; ozone levels were layered flows,

generally in the range of 50 to 70 ppb. Aeroso_ • begin planning long-range experimental and
light scattering (bscat) readings often exceeded modeling investigations of interactions be-
the instrument's full scale, 10-3 m-l. Particle tween mesoscale circulations in the boundary
counts, as observed by optical counting probes, layer and larger regional- and synoptic-scale
frequently exceeded 2000/cc, and similar counts circulations,
obtained by a CCN counter operating at about
0.6% supersaturation level Indicate ttlat a high • begin transforming ASCOT measurement tech-
percentage of the particles in the plume are nology to a tecllnology based primarily on
capable of forming condensate and, hence, are remote sensing,and

likely to be scavenged by precipitation. Plume • build a stronger link between the basic scientific
height was not observed to be greater than about output of the ASCOT program and the emer-
5000 m, and lt appears that, except at near-source gency preparedness needs of DOE, especially
distances where some serf-lifting may have through cooperationwlththe Rocky Flats Plant.
occurred, macroscopic atmospheric mixing pro-

cesses were the dominant factors in elevating the Accomplishments
plume. This agrees with findings noted by other
teams and reinforces speculation that long-range The primary accomplishments of the ASCOT
transport of the plume will not occur, limiting Scientific Direction project in FY 1991 were to

climate modification to the near-source region. • lead the planning and implementation of winter
Specific data concerning plume radiative proper- nighttime experiments along the Front Range
ties are not yet available, but it was quite evident of the Colorado Rockies; coerdinate ASCOT
from light extinction observed dudng flights into meteorological measurements in these expert-
the plume that effects on solar flux will be ments with tracer releases in the EG&G/Rocky
significant. Flats Winter Validation Study;

• provide guidance and incremental funding for

ASCOT Program Scientific Argonne National Laboratory to adapt and install
Direction two minisodars measuring detailed three-

component wind profiles and eight Lawrence
C. E. Elderkin Livermore National Laboratory towers measur-

ing near-surface winds, temperatures, and net
Overall Objective radiation in the Front Range area; their continu-
Scientific research activities at the primary DOE ous operation was promoted as a part of the
laboratories pa=licipating In the Atmospheric Intensive winter experiment and as the begin-
Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program are ning of a mesoscale measurement network
coordinated by the ASCOT Prograrn Scientific Integrating in situ and remote-sensing
Direction project, which also arranges for collabo- technology;

rations with other supporting laboratories and • provide a "first look" analysls of one of the Front
university groups. The project leads the program Range winter experiments, i.e., that of the night
in defining a scientific focus lcr the ASCOT pro- of February 4-5, 1991, as a demonstration of
gram, rel:)resenting the consolidated Interests of Integrating the various t' 2es, locations, and
the participants, and pursuing significant scientific times of measurements to describe the com-
challenges to the boundary layer community. At

plex, evolving meteorology within the exped-
the same time it Uinksscientific outputs with DOE's ment domain; an example analysis was inc,luded
mission-related needs, in an ASCOT summary report of the expert-

Objectives tor FY 1991 mental sedes;

During the past year, the objectives of the project • organize and chair a Planning and Advisory
were to Panel (PAP) meeting, which included ASCOT
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programleaders from DOElaboratoriesand par- To address these hypotheses with necessary
ticipating National Oceanic and Atmospheric measurements in the near field, the ASCOT pro-
Administration laboratories, DOE/Office of gram deployed instruments on towers in the foot-
Health and Environmental Research staff, and hillsand at mountain sites as described in Table 1,
EG&G/Rocky Flats staff; the meeting was held and Installed profiling instrumentation, as de-
to establish the scope of future multiyear re- scribed in Table 2. Figure 1 shows the location of
search in the Front Range area, its scientific each measurement site.
objectives, and its linkage with the emergency
preparedness needs of DOE in general and Inthe past, very few measurementsof meteorologl-
site studiesat the Rocky Flats Plant in particular; cal variables have been taken en a regular basis
and within a radius of 10 km of the Rocky Flats Plant.

• conduct an ASCO']" science meeting in Thus, there Is little documentation or under-
November 1991, involving ali (approximately standing of air flows out of the Rocky Mountains

and over the foothills Immediately surrounding40) scientists contributing to the ASCOT pro-
gram, to present tlleir latest findings from earlier Rocky Flats. Only a 60-m tower on the Rocky Flats
experiments on the western slopes of the Plant site provide; data for estimating flow features
Rockies, their recent analysis and modeling responsible for transport and diffusions in the near
results from research in the Tennessee Valley field. The NOAA PROFS network provides data at
around Oak Ridge National Laboratory In greater distances (15 to 50 km) surrounding the
ASCOT-90, and their initial observations from site but only at the surface. Two radar profilers,

one at Stapleton airport and one at Platteville, pro-the Front Range ASCOT-91 experiments; a
follow-on workshop with the meeting partici- vide a measure of vertical variability in the win(:;
pants was organized, to define the principal field, but at too great a distance to define drainage
scientific questions, and program objectives for and near-surface flows over tile Rocky Flats Plant
the next four years of research in the Front and populated areas nearby. Thus, both surface
Range. and vertical profiling measurements needed

significant augmentation for the intensive field

Case Study: A Meteorological Descrlp. campaign.
lIlon of the ASCOT-91 Experiment

Surface distributionsand vertical profiles of noc-
In FY 1991, the ASCOT programinitiatedresearch turnal winds and temperatures were measuredin
on transport and dispersion in the Front Range the mountainsand at theexits ot the CoalCreek
area of the RockyMountains,aroundDOE's Rocky
FlatsPlant. InJanuaryand February'1991,ASCOT
winter nighttime meteorological experiments were
conducted in conjunction with the tracer releases TABLE1. LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratc_ryTower
of EG&G/Rocky Flats' Winter Validation Study. Network,

. Location._. [O_strumen_Co)

As a focus for the 1991 ASCOT field measure- BR Bartlett'sRanch 1.3 1667
ment, two hypotheses were investigated: PF Pat'sFlat 1 1875

JR Jim's Ranch 1,3 2029
, The major canyons in the area (Coal Creek and OR I._s'Ranch 1 2m6

CC IJnda'sRanch 1,3 2004
Eldorado) provide a significant fr_,'_tionof the pp Paul'sPeak 2 2473
nocturnal cold air draining from the mountainG RR Rim Rock 1,3 2330

TO Tolland 1 2708
over the Rocky Flats region, and thus play a
major role in determiningthe nocturnal trans- __s_la_--_otigure.

(b) 1 ,= 2 levelswin_ speed,winddirection,oe, temperature,and
port and diffusion in this area. AT. Instrument_eve_sam 6.1 and 17.68m.

2 ,= 1 level wind speed, wind direction, oo, and temperature
,, In the first 10 km from the mountains,the struc- tnstrumentlevelis8.83m.

lure of the cold air drainage evolves significantly 3 = Netradiometer.

with distance, including pronounced changes
ill the flow depth, speed, and tile height of the
wind speed maximum.
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TABLE2. ProfileMeasurementEquipmentOperatingintheNearField.

,.¢,.Q_=0..... .t.c_oation___ _ ASCOT LaboratoryCo)._9..v._LoIL_

CC CoalCreekCanyon Minlsodm' ANL 2004
Tethersonde LLNL

PV Plalnvtew Tethersorcleand ATDD 1970
weather_tation

MT MesaTrallhead Minisodar(mobile) ANL 1800
Tethersonde(pdmsu"y) WPL

EC ElDoradoCanyon Tethersonde(secendary) 1765
FV RatironsVistaTrallhead Tethersonde(secendary) 1713

FP FiltrationPlant Atrsorcle PNL 1684

RF RockyFlatsPlantTower Rawinsonde LANL 1849
Radarprofiler WPL
RASS

BR Bartlett'sRanch Minisodar PNL 1670

II IrclianaSt./Hiway128 Dopplerlidar WPL 1784

(a) Codesrelatetofigure.
(b) ANL ArgonneNationalLaboratory,Argonne,Igtnols.

LLNL LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory,Livermore,Califomla.
ATDD AtmosphericTurbulenceandDiffusionDivision,OakRidge,Tennessee.
WPL WavePro_ationLaboratory,Boulder,Colorado.
PNL PacificNorthwestLaboratory,Richland,Washington.
LANL LosAlamosNationalLaboratory,LosAlamos,NewMexico.

and Eldorado canyons, on slopes between these 300 m, 3 km, and above 3 km, respectively
two canyons, and on the plains east of tt_e Front (temperature and humidity measurements were
Range. more frequent).

• The eight-tower network measured hourly- , A rawinsonde took wind, temperature, humid-
averaged wind and temperature at 6 and 18 m, ity, and pressure measurements through the
plus net radiation on four of the towers, troposphere every two hours, typically to an

• Three minisodars (two fixed and one mobile) altitudeof 7 km (400 mb) above sea level (MSL)
each provided three components of wind and at height intervals of about 25 m through most
turbulence to a height of about 200 m at 8-m of the sounding (i.e., to about 4 krn MSL) and
Increments; winds were measured continu- larger intervalsabove4 km.
ously at 1-minute intervalsand averaged over Multiple scales of profiling were necessary be-
15-minutetime segments, cause littleis known of the detailed verticalstruc-

• Three tethersondesmeasured wind, tempera- ture or the depth of drainage layers and their
ture, humidity, and pressure each hour to linkages with one another and with synopticflow
about the 600-m height, nominallyat intervals tields. Definition of the changing vertical and
of 4 to 12 m, on balloon ascentand descent, horizontalstnJcture was aided by Doppler lidar

scans that mapped winds flowing out of the two
• An airsondesampledwind, temperature,humid- canyons and off the slopes. Their evolution as

ity, and pressure through the troposphere they movedout over tile ptainswas characterized
once every two hours. Height intervals of 30, by scans taken several times each hour through
50, and 100 m were usedforsamplingwindsto lhe night.
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Data from meteorological measurement activities present. At 500 mb, a series of troughs and ridges
other than the ASCOT program's will also be util- followed, producing upper-level winds from vari-
ized in analyses. Concurrent data will be obtained ous directions (SW, W, NW, N, and S), and at light
from the Winter Validation Study Tracer Tests, the to moderate speeds (3 to 28 m/s). Thus, the
Rocky Flats Plant 60-m tower, the PROFS net- effects of light, stable boundary layer flow contain-
work, and a number of radar profilers and radio- ing streams of modest drainage, interacting with
acoustic sounding systems operated for EG&G/ minimal to fairly strong synoptic forcing from differ-
Rocky Flats in the area, as well as routineNational ent directions over or along the mountain ranges,
WeatherService Data. can be studied through the series of experiments.

The network of surface measurements and pro-
During the ASCOT-91 experiment series, six night- files, together with the Doppler lidar scans focus-
time experiments were conducted. The degree of ing on the three-dimensional structure and vari-
synoptic forcing varied. At the beginning of the ability of at, flow, was able to identify interacting
series, a high-pressure cell at the surface moved in layers of wind that changed significantly through-
from the west with moderate downslope flow out the night. A first look at one experiment, on
ahead of it and strong zonal westerly llow aloft. As the night o! February 4-5, 1991, with light winds
the surface high cell centered itself over the and stable conditions at the surface (resulting in an
Continental Divide and stabilized there for the air pollution alert in the Denver area) showed the
remainder of the series, it created fairly light following:
surface winds except where strong drainage was
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• A layer of surface-cooled air drained from the field typic_lly fs in space and time around Rocky
mountain valleys toward the east over the Flats. Analysis of other experiments in tl_e series
adjacent foothills, will examine the expected canyon drainages and

• The primary drainage flows were from the C_oal how they are Influenced by different conditions.
Creek and Eldorado canyons and persisted Thts case study does also demonstrate that, with
throughout the night, the mix of diverse measurements made, lt is pos-

sible to Interpret the primary features of the con-
, Shallow drainage was detected off the slopes voluted and evolving flow field over the area. lt Is

between the canyons; some localized return clear, however, that the three-dimensional char-
flows and eddies in tile lee of the drainage actor of the flow can only be defined adequately
flows from the canyons were also detected, using multiple, cm_tinuously profiling instruments,

• Above the drainage, a layer of regional-sca;_ which only a network of remote-s6nsing equip-
flow from the south followed the base of the ment can provide.
mountains. This layer decreased in depth with
time and at one point broke into vortices, lt can be concluded that for conditions of light

surface winds with minimal synoptic forcing, as
• Still higher, winds in a transitional she4r zone hypothesized, the surface wind field over the

veered from south through west to finally paral- foothills near the mountains is dominated by
lel the synoptic-scale winds that prevailed from drainage from canyons rather than off open
the north, slopes. Also, the results show that the effects of

• Streams of air from the synoptic flow were than- synoptic- and regional-scale flows, always present
neled by the mountains to move from the north- to some degree, can never be excluded from
west through major canyons into the intermedio consideration.
ate shear ;,.one, and Impinged on the lower
layers. The observed evolution of surface drainage and

the multilayered nature of the flow can be ox-
. These elevated streams of air descending out pected to seriouslydistortthe dispersion patterns

of canyons reoriented the surface and near. from tracer releases at the surface. Furthermore,
surface flowfrom southwest to northwest in a for an elevated release, even more significant

_ limited area around Rocky Flatsand for a limited distortionsof the dispersionwill occur.
: time around 1:00 a.m. Mountain Standard

Time.

,. Later, the elevated streams weakened and Coupling/Decoupling of Synoptic
, near-surface flow returned to southerly above and Valley Circulations

thin westerlydrainage.
C. D. Whiteman,K. J. A//wine, and J. M. Hubbe

, Drainage from the canyons meandered south
. of west to north of west with some guidance In recent years, the Coupling/Decoupling of
. from the layer above° Eldorado Canyon drain- Synoptic and Valley Circulations project has fo-

age split into two plumes at times, the lower cused attention on the interactions that occur be-
: guided toward the northeast by terrain along tween circulations of different scales. In FY 1991,

the South Boulder Creek and the upper toward in keeping with the Atmospheric Studies In
.. the east or southeastby the layer above. Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program's long-range

p!an to move to larger scales and support DOE's
• The range of the drainage flows at the surface emergency response needs, efforts were focused

was limited to approximately a 15-km radius on 1) determining the interactions between synop-
around Rocky Flats; southerly regional flow tic and valley circulations in the Tennessee Valley
persisted beyond. The elevated streams from near Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2) gaining a

. canyons extended further, better understanding of the meteorological pro-
= The ca,,;echosen for analysis and the results sum- cesses that lead to stagnation and ventilation in

marized above are not intended to represent basins in the Southwest, and 3) investigating
typical wind patterns for the area. Rather, they atmospheric dispersion in a basin. Brief reports on
demonstrate how complex and variable the wind these three ;esearch efforts follow.
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FY 1991 Research Highlights to the isobars), the joint frequency distribution

Oak Ridge Wind Climatology curve in Figure I is shifted 90° from the curve for
the thirdhypothesis.

DuringFY 1991, climatologicalinvestigationsw6re
pursuedto improveunderstandingof the relation- To examinethese four hypotheticalrelationships
ship_ between the winds in the TennesseeValley between winds in a valley and winds aloft, the
near Oak Ridge National Laboratory(ORNL) and research approach was to evaluate the extent to
the geostrophicwinds that flow above the valley, whichthe mechanismsact aloneor incombination
The work was begun by hypothesizing four to producethe winds observed in the Tennessee
merhanisms that would relatevalley windsto the Valley. This was done by examiningactual pat-
winds aloft. The con,_equences of these four ternsin jointwind frequency distribk'_ions.Forthis
mechanisms on joint wind direction frequency purpose, 5 years of meteorological data were
patterns is illustratedin Figure1 for a hypothetical obtainedfrom a 100-m tower (TowerC) at ORNL.
valleyhavingthe same nort:_oast-southwestcr!9a- Winddata fromthe 100-m level of this towerwere
tationasthe TennesseeValley. considered representative of winds within the

valley. A concurrent 5-year set of twice-daily
The first hypotheses(thermally driven winds) is that (6 a.m. and 6 p.m. EasternStandardTime) rawin..
winds tn the valley are decoupled from the winds sonde soundings was obtained from tl_e National
aloft, so that local winds develop only as a result of Weather Service for four sites surrounding ORNL,
thermal contrasts within the valley. In this case, the and geostrophic winds at the 850-mb pressure
theory of valley winds implies that winds will blow level (about 1500 m MSL) above the Tower C site
along the valley axis, with up-valley w:nds during were obtained by interpolation. The joint fre-
the day and down-valley winds during the night, quency distributions were based on the hourly

averaged tower data nearest in time to thu _wice-
The second hypothesis (downward momentum daily geostrophic winds.
transport) is that valley winds are strongly coupled
to the winds aloft by the transport of horizontal
momentum downward into the wide valley, so that

winds withinthe valley have the same direction as N 1 I I [ J I I #_.'!
the winds aloft. The winds are expected to turn Downward *

slightly toward lower pressure as they near the Momentum _%. /

surface because of friction, Pressure=Ddven Transport _,/ -W -- Channeling Forced

The third hypothesis (forced channeling) is that ,/_/._=. ch_,_elin0 ,/
winds are channeled along the valley's axis by the n//__._.*.. "_ ........
component of the geostrophic wind that is super- ='-"'--" -" "'""" 7"--"
imposed along the valley's length. This mecha-

nism impliesthat winds withinthe valley would blow 's-- ! i _ -

up-valley when winds aloft were from southeast, >_ ! / i _e_a_ysouth, southwest, west, or northwest. Otherwise, = Driven -

The final hypothesis (pressure-driven chat_neling)
is that winds inside the valley are driven along the

.T,.::Z,-"""_:.=.M: _.._.•.,.,:..•-....:--,,=_....__L.....
valley's axis by the component of the geostrophic ,/
pressure gradient that is superimposed along the *
valley's length. According to this hypothesis, N / .....__ __1_±__ ! , I _......N E ,S W N

winds blow along the valley axis, with up-valley OeostrophicV_nd
winds occurring when winds aloft are from the
southwest, west northwest, north, or northeast. FIGURE 1, Schematic Joint Wind Direction Frequenc_ Distri-

' bution Curve |or Valley Wind Direction and Geostrophlc Wind
Otherwise, down-valley winds would occur. Since Directionfora Northeast-Southwest-OrientedValley, Illustrating
geostrophic winds are perpendicular to the pres- theFourHypothetical Mechanisms Relating Upper Levelan(]
sure gradient (i.e., geostrophic winds blow parallel ValleyWinds.
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Climatological investigations show that Tower _'; relative roles of the four alte(nate hypotheses.
winds arevery weak. Daytime(and to someext¢:_lt The resultsare expected to prove useful for lm-
nighttime)winds have a nearlyequalprobabilityof provingwindpredictionsat ORNL.
blowingup ordown the valley, providinglittlesup-
port for the hypothesisof thermally drivenwinds. Dispersion Meteorology of Valleys
The jointfrequencydistributionin Figure 2 shows and Basins

that wind directionsare predominantlyalong the DuringFY 1991, resultsfromtwo nighttimeatmos-
valley axis, suggestingthat downwardtransportof pheric tracer experiments were Investigatedfur-
horizontal momentum is net a key process. The ther. In this summary, we contrast the differing
pattern of Jointfrequency distributionssupports resultsfromthe two experimentsand pointout the
the fourth hypothesis, suggesting that winds in Importantpllysicaleffects.
the Tennessee Valley at ORNL are produced

predominantly by synoptic-scalepressure gradi- The first experiment was conductedin the Brush
entsthat are superimposedalongthe valley'saxis. Creek Valley of western Colorado during
Despitethis strongsupport for the fourth hypoth- September and October 1984; the second
esis, further work has shown ttlat downward experimentwas in tile Roanoke Basinof Virginia
momentumtransportdoes playa minorrole in the duringJanuary and February 1989. Both experi-
afternoonandthatweak thermallydrivenflowsplay mentswere conductedunderclear skieswith weak

, a minor role in the morning. A continuinginvestlga- synopticwinds,so that local thermally driven flows
tion focuses on developing means to quantify the prevailed. Tracer releases from near ground level

were continuous, each lasting for several hours.
Ground-level concentrations of the tracer from
distances as far as 8 krn from the source were

N ' I compared. For the Roanoke Basin and Brush
Creek Valley, respectively, the hour-average wind
speeds at the release locations were 0.6 and
1.5 m/s, values for the standard deviation of the

w horizontal wind speed (_v) were 0.20 and
0.38 m/s, and values for the standarddeviationof
the vertical wind speed (_w) were 0.03 and
0.19 rrVs. These wind and turbulencecharacter-

s istics suggest that the plume in the Brush Creek

Valley would be more disperse and so give lower
ground-level concentrations than the plume In the

; RoanokeBasin. This was not shown by the meas-
urements,however(see Figure3).E

Nighttime &verage ground-level concentrations
8 km from the release site in the Brush Creek

. Valley wer¢ greater than those measured in the
N Roanoke Basin by roughly a factor of 300. There

N E s w N are several possible reasons why ground-level
GeosttophtcWlnd concentrations for the two similar releases would

FIGURE 2. Joint Frequency Distribution for Valley and Gee- differ so much: 1) The tracer plume was narrowly
strophicWinds in the Tennessee Valley. Valley winds are confined by the sidewalls in the Brush Creek
observed at the lO0-m level of Tower C at ORNL, while the Valley. 2) The plumecenterline follov_ed the slopegeostrophicwinds areat the 850-mbpressureleveloverORNL.
Contoursare the numberof cases of windsfrom the directions Ofthe valley flooras it moveddown-v; lleyin Brush
indicated; the totalnumberof observatior_sis 3082. The heavy Creek Valley. 3) The plume became elevated indashed line is the joint frequency distributionpattern to be
comparedto thepatterns in Figure 1. the Roanoke Basin as lt travelled over the top of a
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_ convective boundary I'_yerin the valley, the tracer

l oo %,, within the valley was carried intothe upper reaches

_ - of the valley atmosphere and ventilated from the= _k- valley. This was evidenced both by tracer records
% lo \ _ from the ridgetop samplers and by a tracer mass
_o Xi BrushCreek budget applied to a control volume of the valley

._ /-_ Valley atmosphere. The ventilationrate was deterrnined

from the tracer mass budget. The budget results
1 ........... were consistentwith the magnitudeand timingof

Roanoke \ concentrations measured by the ridgetop sam-

Basin _ piers. Tracer began to movefromthe valley shortly0.1 I . ... . after sunrise, with the maximum ventilation rate
0 2 4 s 8 0 occurring within 1 to 1.5 hours after astronomical

DistancefromRelease(km) sunrise. The ventilation rate decayed exponen-
tially to relatively low values within 4 hours following

FIGURE3. NormalizedNighttimeGr()':_d-LevelTracerConcen- sunrise. Ridgetop concentrations began increas-trationvsDistancefromtheReleaseSitefor th_1984 BrushCreek
V_ley and1989RoanokeBasinExperiments.Theconcentrationsing from backgroundlevels within 1 hour of sun-
are4-houraveragesforthepedod3 to7 hou.rs ofterthestartof the rise, peaked within4 huurs of sunrise, and thenrelease. Concentrationsfromthe two experimentshave beennor-
maJizedby multiplyingthe measuredconcentration(C) bywind began to decrease.
speed(U),and divi_ingbythereleaserate(Q).

' Wintertirne Meteorology In the
Colorado Plateau_ Basin

cold a!r poolth&;hadformed In the basinthrough- Activitiesin FY 1991 includedthe analysisof data
out the evening. The top of this poolanc_thusthe from a large meteorologicalfield studyconducted
b(_ttomof the plume stabilized at the height of in the winter of 1989-90 in the Colorado Plateaus
terrain blockages at the down-valleyedge of the Basin. The data were collectedfor Arizona'sSalt
basin. 4) Lateral dispersionof the plume in the River Project,to investigatethe causes of winter-
RoanokeBasinwas enhancedby verticalvariations time low-visibility episodes in Grand Canyon
in the horizontalwind direction. NationalPark.

Research in FY 1991 also concernedthe Interac- The ColoradoPlateausBasinof Colorado,Arizona,
tion between valley winds and above-ridgetop Utah,and New Mexico isa majorgeomorphicprov-
winds. The informationobtainedwill be useful in tnce of the Southwest and includes much of the
regional-airpollutionmodels so that the transport drainagearea of the upperColoradoRiver, includ-
of pollutants between valley flows and regional ing the Lake PowellBasin and the LittleColorado
flowswill be betterrepresented. Such Information River. The ColoradoPlateausBasin is an area of
will also provideinsightsinto the vertical transport mesas and canyons surroundedon ali sides by
of heat, moisture,and trace gases that may prove highermountains. The Grand Canyon isthe major
useful in globalclimate models. A ventilationrate, channel between the basin and the Basin and
representing the magnitude and timing of the Range Provincefarthertothewest.
transfer of material (tracer mass) from the valley
atmosphere to the above-ridgetop flows, was Analysesof the 1989-90 data show several major
determined from the Brush Creek Valley meteorologicalfeatures irtthe region:

experiment. • Deep and persistent temperature inversions
form in the Colorado Plateaus Basin in the

Detailed analyses of the Brush Creek tracer experi- winter. Observations over the upper slopes of
ment showed that ground-level releases of tracer the basin show shallow but intense ground-
were completely confined within the Brush Creek based Inversions, with downslope flows feed..

; Valley in down-valley flows during nighttime. Dur- ing the basin inversion. Surface energy bud-
ing such conditions, tracer was not detected by get measurements show that the typical winter-
samplers on the ridgetops. After sunrise, with the time basin inversions are not destroyed by
onset of upslope flows and the growth of the normal daytime sensible heat fluxes at the floor
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of the basin. Rather, they are periodically Futt,re Research

destroyedbytravellngsynopticstormsystems. Inthe next year, thisworkwillbe extended. Future
Model calculations show that this situation work will concentrateen the Interactionof circula-
changes in late winteror early spring,as sen- tions at differentscales of motion, usingthe 1991
sibleheat flux increaseswithhighersun angles data setfor the FrontRangeand otherdata froman
and longerdays. experiment to be conducted there in the summer

• Shallowconvectiveboundarylayersgrow dur- of 1993. Special investigationsof valleyand basin
ing daytime over the floor of the basin. The meteorology will focus on the energetics of the
convective boundary layers do not grow deep buildupof nocturnaltemperature Inversions.
enough to break the wintertime basin inver-
sion. Within the convective boundary layer's,
upe'.lopeflowsdevelopover inclinedsurfaces. Atmospheric Diffusion in Complex

• Winds within the basin Inversion are often Terrain
weak, and stagnations and recirculationsare J.C. Doran
importantfeaturesof the meteorology.

The major cbjectlve of the Atmospheric Diffusion
• Windswithinthe uppertwo-thirdsof the Grand in Complex Terrain (ADICT) project has been to

Canyon are channeled along the canyon axis identify and study the forcing mechanisms that
and appear to be driven by synoptic-scale determine the structureand evolutionof wind and
pressure gradients that are supe;'imposed temperatur_Jfieldsin regionsof complexten'ain,so
along the channel. This findingsuggeststhat that theireffectson the transportanddispersionof
the movement or development of synoptic- atmosphericpollutantscan be evaluatedand pre-
scale pressuresystems across the Southwest dicted. In FY 1991, two modelingstudiesand one
affects the direction of pollutant transport field studywere carried out to addressthis goal.throughthe Grand Canyon and through other
low-lying passes on the western edge of the Accomplishmentsinclude
ColoradoPlateausBasin. The flowthroughthe , completion of a 2-week field measurement
canyonis fromwest to eastwhen relativelyhigh program in Colorado's Front Range near the
pressures occur on the west end of the RockyFlats Plant,

canyon,andis fromeastto west when relativety , completion of a numerical modeling study of
low pressures occur on the west end of the the effectsof regionc,l-scaletopograpl_yon the
canyon. Thus, when an eastward-moving local wind fields observed over the Hanford
synoptic-scalelowpressuresystemmoves Into Site duringwinter inversionperiods,and
the Southwest, the flow in the canyon is from
east to west, providing a mechanism that • continuiqg numerical studies of the dynamic
moves pollutants Into the canyon from the forcing mechanisms for winds in the
Colorado Plateaus Basin. Tennessee Valley in the vicinity of Oak Ridge

National Laboratory.

Other Technical Progress In addition, development began on a non-
The Coupling/Decoupling project participated In hydrostaticmesoscale model that may eventually
the ASCOT-91 meteorologicaland tracer experi- replacethe hydrostaticcode usedfor many of the
ments atthe RockyFlats Plant in Colorado'sFront modelingstudiesinthis project.
Range inearly 1991. Dataprocessingand analysis
began in FY 1991 and will be continuedfor the Colorado Field Study

next two years as other participantsprovidetheir In lateJanuary and early February 1991, PNL par-
data setsto the central database. The Coupling/ ticipatedina muitilaboratorymeasurementprogram
Decouplingprojectwill alsocontinueto participate in Colorado's Front Range near the Rocky Flats
in long-rangeplanningforthe ASCOT program. Plant. The expofiment was designed to obtain a
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preliminary picture of some of the complex meteo- 15ooPST
rologicalfeatures of the area that may have an influ-
ence on the fate of atmospheric contaminants
released in the region. The ADICT project pooled
its resources with two other PNL projects,
Coupling and Decoupling of Local and Synoptic
Circulations (DECUP) and Direct Simulation of
Atmospheric Turbulence (DSAT), to support the
measurement effort.

PNL operated a minisodar about 10 km from the
outflow of a small canyon to the southwest of the
Rocky Flats Plant to examine the extent and struc-
ture of flows originating in the canyon. In addition,
PNL released airsondes from a second site, north
of the minisodar site, to obtain wind and tempera-
ture profiles during eight nights of the experiment.
The airsonde data have been processed, work on
the minisodar data h:s commenced, and analyses
are being planned. Additional :,etails are given in

this volume in the report from the DSAT project. ----).
15_s

Hanford Site Modeling Study RGIJRE1. SimulatedSurfaceWindsOverthePacificNorthwest
A numerical mesoscale model was used to simLI- forAmbientWindsfrom255°at3:00p.m.PacificStandardTime.
late the effects of regional and local terrain, synop- _ckmarksare4 kmapart.Stippledareasmarkregionswithele-vationsover1000m;dotnearrightcaneroTnguremarkslocation
tic forcing, and atmospheric stability on the wind ofHanfordMeteorologicalStation.
fields tn the Columbia basin, with particular atten-
tion to the Hanford Site. Observations show that,
during winter inversion conditions, there is often a
shear zone to the lee of Rattlesnake Mountain profiling Instrumentation, may provide oppor-
over the Hanford Site. The temporal evolution of tunities for improved forecasting for operational
the winds over the northern portion of the Site can and emergency uses.
vary widely from one day to the next, but the winds
over the southern part of the Site show less vari- Tennessee Valley Simulations

ability. A series of numerical experiments were The winds in the Tennessee Valley near Oak
carried out that identified major factors that deter- Ridge National Laboratory are often light and tend
mine the details of the wind field development. In to blow either up or down the valley. This ten-
particular, the appearance of northwest flow over dency does not appear to be related to the typical
the northern portion of the Site with southwest thermally driven wind systems observed in some
flow over the southern portion seems to be related previous ASCOT (Atmospheric Studies in
to channeled flow in the Kittitas Valley and Complex Terrain)field programs, such as those in
Snoqualmie Pass regions, 75-150 km to the north- the BnJsh Creek Valley in Colorado. Instead, the
west. An example of a simulated flow pattern is directions are apparently related to pressure-
shown in Figure 1. Additional numerical experi- gradient forces and channeling by the Tennessee
ments considered the effects of increased wind Valley. These features were found in a climatologi-
shear, varying ambient wind directions, and modi- cal study carried out under the DECUP project. In
fications in the thermal structure of the atmos- cooperation with that project, this modeling study
phere; the results agreed well with observations, was conducted to examine the response of valley
Numerical experiments such as these, coupled winds to various synoptic forcing patterns. The
with new atmospheric wind and temperature study is still in progress, but results thus far show
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goodagreeme_ftwiththeclimatologicaldata. Stmu- AtmosphericStudiesin Complex 'Terrain(ASCOt,
lations suggest that, under stable conditions, and AtmosphericRadiation Measurement (ARM)
synopticwind directionsbetween 200° and 360° programs.
will producevalleywind directionsthat willbe gen-
erally up-valley; for other synopticdirectionsthe The IBSEPAC project was a new project ill
valley winds will flow down-valley, There is also FY 1991 and comprised only a limited effort
some dependence on synopticwind speeds and (approximatelythree staff-monthstotal) during its
the degree of thermal decoupling of the valley Initialyear. Workwas begunon two tasksthat will
atmospherefrom the air aloft. Additionalstudiesof continueinto FY 1992. The first task was to up-
the formationof stagnant zones in the valley and grade PNL's existing capabilities for measuring
their relationshipto coldatr poolingare continuing, surfacefluxesof momentum,heat, and moisture,

Activitiesincluded the testingof a new s(',nicane-
Future Studli_s mometerused for measuringheat and momentum

In FY 1992, Increasingattentionwill be given to fluxes,the integrationof a new data acquisitionsys-
descriptionsand analyses of atmosphericdisper- tem withthe sonic anemometer, andthe develop-
ston. Specifically, intensiveanalysesof the mete. ment of algorithmsfor processingand displaying
orological and tracer data collected during the the data. The secondtaskwas a preliminaryeffort
1991 ASCOT experiment in Colorado wltl begin, to =mplementimproved modules for describing
The tracer data will be used _ohelp identify and surface exchange processes In mesoscale

models. The Intentwas to use existingtreatmentscharacterize,,ti_e physical processesthat govern
diffusionnear the Front R_nge. To supportsuch rather than to develop new approaches, so that
analyses,ADICT willbegirta climatologtc.,alstudyof the resultingmodel couldbe used for a variety of

numericalexperiments.the area, utilizingthe data being collected from a
network of meteorological Instruments in the
region. This researchwill be furthersupportedby Work willcontinue in these areas duringFY 1992.
initial effortsto incorporatefour-dimensionaldata The utilityof a field measurementprogramto exam-
assimilationtechniques intoa dynamicmesosca_e Ine the relationshipbetween sensible heat fluxes
modet, andair-surfacetemperaturedifferencesover serni-

arid terrain is beingevaluated. A modelingstudyof
the effectsof widely differingvegetationand rnois-

In_eractions Between Surface ture patternson circulationpatterns inthe Pacific
Northwest will also begin. A substantialeffort to

Exchange Processes and Atrnos., lnbla_landoperate a radarprofilerforwindmeasure-
pheric Circulations merits and a radio-acoustic sounding system
J. C. Doran (RASS) for temperature measurements in the

boundary layer is also anticipated° Delivery of
The objectiveof the InteractionsBetween Surface these Instruments ts expected in 1992; installa-
Exchange Processes and Atmospheric Circul'a- tion, testing, data Interpretation,and data display
tk_ns(IB_EPAC) project is to study 1) the effects witi be major tasks. Research will also begin on
of surface exchanges of heat, momentum, and combining surface-basedflux measurementswith
moisture on the generation of circulation patterns profile measurements to characterize localboun-
in the atmospheric boundarylayer and 2) possible dar¥layerresponsesto tlrne-varylngfluxes.
feed,back mechanl:srnson the surface processes.
The IBSEPAC project will Integrate numerical

rr_dellng and field measurementsto Increase our Direct Slrnulation of Atrnospheric
understanding of the complex relationships be- Turbulence
tween these phenomena. Of particular Interestto
IBSEPAC are the effects of heterogenous sur- J.C. Dol'an

faces or_hour_darylayer propertlesand the devel- The objective of the Direct Simulation of Atmos-opment of methodsto measure and descri:besuch
pherl,c Turbulence (DSAT) project is to use

effects. This area of study fs closely related to advanced r_umertcalmodels to slmu_atecomplex_ssues of cot_em to such prog,ra,rnsas the
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nonlineardynamicsinatmosphericflows. In addi- numericalsimulationswitha nonhydrostaticmeso-
tlon, in cooperationwith other PNL programs,the scalemodel. Observationaldata and modelresults
DSAT projectjointlysupportsactivitiesof DOE's were used to detail the development of the deep
AtmosphericStudiesinComplex Terrain(ASCOT) nocturnalboundarylayerfound above the plateau.
programin experimentaland anal_ical studiesof The shearbetween the low-level thermallydriven
atmosphericdynamicsand their effects on diffu- flowsand the large-scaleoverlyingwlnd field was
sionof atmosphericpollutants. In FY 1991, princi- found to enhance turbulent mixing of the cold
pal accomplishmentsof DSAT included surface layer air upward to form a deep mesoscale

• Initial examination of numerical techniques to boundary layer, A paper by Doran and Skyllingsta_
be used in the direct simulation of stable (1992) describes the results of the experiment.

boundarylayer flows, Colorado Field Study

• a preliminaryinvestigationof the development In late Januaryand early February1991, PNL par-
of small-scale models on massively parallel ticipatedin a muitilaboratorymeasurementprogram
computers, (ASCOT) in Colorado's Front Range near DOE's

• completion of an analysis of the interaction RockyFiats Plant. As part of that effort, PNL ob-
between thermallyforcedand synopticwinds, tained a minisodaranctdeployedit approximately

• completion of a two-week field measurement 10 km from the mouth of Coal Creek Canyon in
program in Colorado's Front Range near the Colorado'sFront Range in December 1990. The
Rocky FiatsPlant, Instrument has been operating nearly continu-

ously since that tlme. The data obtained during
, a budget study of nighttime air mass and tracer the ASCOT experiment revealed the presence of

concentrations in Brush Creek Valley, and complex layering, shears° and lhermal decoupling
• sensitive tracer analyses of samples obtained in in the area, The data obtained in this continuing

the Grand Canyon area that revealed the pres- study will be used to help establish a "climatology"
ence of aged plumes, suggesting possible of the area, using funding from a complementary
significant recirculation episodes during the PNL ASCOT project.
winter.

Budget Studies

Direct Numerical Simulations A budgetstudywas carriedout usingtracer, lidar,
The DSATprojectis supportingJ. Barnard'sgradu, and tethersonde data collecte3 during the 1984
ate researchprogram in direct numerical simula- ASCOT experiment in Brush Creek Valley in
ttonsof stableturbulentboundarylayerflowsat the Colorado. The study sought to demons'.:_:a a
Universityof Washington under the direction of balance between the release rates of tracers
Prof.J. Riley. Recentwork has involvedthe selec- emitted in the valley and the amount of tracer
tionof a suitablenumericalmethodto carry outthe passingarcs of samplerslocateddown the valley
necessary integrations of the governing equa- from the release point. Results show that good
tlons. Althoughspectral methodsare attractive, agreement can be obtainedbetween the rates of
somemodificationsare requiredbecausethecom- tracer release and the tracer fluxes if the magni-
putationaldomainis notfinitenordoes it permitthe tudesof tile down-valleywinds obtainedbom the
use of periodicboundary conditions. A technique tethersonde resultsare used in conjunctionwith
suggested by Spalart et al. (199t) is currently cross-valleyprofileshapes obtainedfromthe lidar
being tested. This technique has shown some data. The use of lidar-derivedwind magnitudes,
promise but itsabilityto simulate Internalgravity instead of tethersonde-derivedvalues, results in
waves adequatelyis unknown, an approximately 25% discrepancy between the

release rates and the fluxes. By usingthe tether-
Interactions Between Synoptic and sondevalues, itis then possibleto estimatesubse-
Thermally Forced Winds quent ventilation rates of tracer from the valley

duringthe breakup of the inversionafter sunrise.
Analyses of the thermally forced winds and the These rates are useful in regional air-quality
synoptic wind field above the Roan Plateau in modelsbecausethe effectsof time-varyingsource
Colorado were completed, using results from
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terms can be described accurately. These anal- Spalart, P. R., R. D. Moser, and M. M. Rogers.
yses formed part of K. J. AIIwlne's dissertation 1991. "Spectral Methods for the Navier-Stokes
research at Washington State Univendty. Equations with One Infinite and Two Periodic

Directions." Journal of Computational Physics
Tracer Analyses 96:297-324.

Perfluorocarbon tracer (PFT) samples collected
overthe Grand Canyon regionin anotherprogram
were analyzed during FY 1991 under the DSAT The Fifth International Conference
project. Recent improvementsin PNL'sgas chro- on Precipitation Scavenging and
matographPFT analyticalsystem allowedthe meas- Atmosphere-Surface Exchange
urementoftracer concentrationsas lowas 10..15by Processes
volume. Samples obtained on 9 days were ana-
lyzed,and for4 of thesedaystraces of aged pw_me W. R. Barchet, W. G. N. Sllnn,and C. E. Elderkln
were detected. Aged plumes contain tracer re- The FifthInternationalConferenceon Precipitation
leased one or more days prior to the sampling Scavenging and Atmosphere-Surface Exchange
period. Such findingssuggestthe possibleoccur- Processeswas organizedand hostedby PNL on
rence of recirculation episodes, i.e., conditions July 15-19, 1991, in Richland, Washington. As
underwh:chmaterial releasedintothr, atmosphere with previousconferences inthis seriesheld over
may first drift away and then return to an area, the past two decades, the goal of the Fifth Confer.
thereby increasingthe likelihoodof poorair quality once was to facilitate the description,discussion,
and limitedvisibility, and documentation of current knowledge about

the processes involvedin scavengingof environ-
Future Studies mental pollutantsby clouds and precipitation and
In FY 1992, the use of numericalmodelsto study aboutthe atmosphere-surfaceexchangeof pollut-
nonlinearatmosphericdynamicswill continueto be ants and otl_ertrace gases. The conferencewas
the major focusof this program. Support for the especiallytin'lelyand relevant,as a decade of re-
studyof directsimulationsof stableboundarylayer search on the local and regionalproblemsof acid
flowsbyJ. Barnardwillcontinue.A numericalinves- rain had just been concluded and new investiga-
tigation of the interactionbetween synopticand tions of larger-scale problems of pollutant trans-
local flows in the Tennessee Valley, begun in port, chemical transformation,removal, and inter-
PNL's ADICT project,will be shiftedto the DSAT actions with radiative transfer and the biosphere
project. Additionalwork will be carried out either to are being initiated.
develop a user-friendly nonhydrostatic model or to
secure a more powerful model from one of several Specific themes of the conference concerned the
sources; this new model will replace or supplement measurement of and models for precipitation scav-
codes currently in use at PNL. Work will begin on enging and alr-surface exchange processes and
simulating aspects of tl_eflow fields in Colorado's their adequacy for applications to future problems,
Front Range, Including possible studies of the such as those associated with atmospheric oxl-
meso-_ circulations driven by diurnal heating and dante, hazardous wastes, and global environ-
cooling over the F_'ont Range and the adjacent mental change. About 100 podium presentations
plains and examination of wave-turbulence Inter- In 18 technical sessions and about 50 poster pros-
actions, which may be an Important mechanism in entations addressed these topics. Many of the
turbulent exchange during stable conditions, technical sessions were introduced by Invited

review presesentations.
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and students. The co-chairpersons for the con- Financial support for the conference was provided
ference were W. George N. Slinn (PNL) and by DOE, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Stephen E. Schwartz (Brookhaven National Agency, the National Oceanographic and Atmos-
Laboratory). A two-volume set of peer-reviewed pheric Administration, the Electric Power Research
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be published in 1992 by Hemisphere Publishing Canada, the National Science Foundation, and
Corporation of New York. Battelle Memorial Institute.
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CLIMATE RESEARCH

Climate change research at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) is aimed at reducing uncertainties in
the fundamental processes that control climate systems that currently prevent accurate predictions of
climate change and its effects. PNL is responsible for coordinating and integrating the field and laboratory
measurement programs, modeling studies, and data analysis activities of the Atmospheric Radiation
Measurements (ARM) program. The ARM program will increase the reliability of predicting regional and
global changes in climate in response to increasing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases,
including CO2. Improvements in the treatment of radiative transfer in general circulation models (GCMs)
under clear sky',broken cloud, and general overcast conditions and Improvements in the parameterization
of cloud properties, cloud formation, and cloud maintenance in GCMs are the objectives of the multi-
laboratory effort being led by PNL.

Ocean research related to climate change is examining ocean-atmosphere interaction, ocean circulation
and climate modeling, and the technology of making ocean measurements. The program is conducting
experimental studies and modeling exchange processes at the air-sea interface for heat, CO2, and other
radlatively active gases. Physical, chemical, and biological processes involved in transfer mechanisms at
the sea surface, such as bubble plumes and surface microlayer films, are being studied experimentally.
The ocean dynamics that transport and redistribute heat and gases captured at the surface are so far not
well understood; consequently, PNL is working to improve the parameterizations of the dynamics of the
surface mixed layer, transport through the therrnocline, and formation of deep water.

Research on greenhouse gas emissions is under way to improve the reliability of forecasts of emissions of
CO2 and other radiatively active gases. Model development, validatlon, and uncertainty evaluations
depend on improved and expanded databases, Including more definitive information on energy produc-
tion and consumption practices. The changing technologies and policies of the United States and other
countries are being analyzed to anticipate contributions to future emissions of greenhouse gases and
their effects on society, particularly on a regionalbasis,

Methods are being developed and implemented for analyzing the Impacts of climate change and CO2
increases on natural resources and society at the regional level. Data are being gathered and examined
on climatic, environmental, and societal characteristics for a region of the United States, and approaches
are being developed for predicting the consequences of climate change for natural, biological, and
human resources.

As part of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) programto quantify the linkages between changes in
atmospheric composition and the temperature of the planet, PNL is studying how clouds and aerosols
interact with short- and long-wave radiation to regulate the heating of the planet. Data from a network of
surface-based, spectrally resolved direct and diffuse short-wave radiation sensors and ancillary meteoro-
logical sensors will be used to Improve the parameterization of the radiative effects of clouds and aerosols.

Improvements to climate models that are gained through advances in our understanding of the chemistry
and physics of the climate system must be integrated with the rapid pace of advances in computer tech-
nology. Therefore, DOE's Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathematics, and Model Physics (CHAMMP)
climate modeling program has as its goal the development of models and computing systems tt_atcarl run
from 1,000 to 10,000 times faster than today's systems. Only with such increases in computational speed
can climate models become useful policy tools.
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The progress described in the articles that follow was supported by the following research projects:

• Quantitative Links

• CHAMMP Detallee Assignment

• Atmospl_eric Radiation Measurements

• CO2 Energy Systems Research

• CO2 Ocean Research

• CO2 Resource Analysis Research.
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Climate Research

The Atmospheric Radiation Meas- • airborne in situ measurements for comparison
urement (ARM) Program: Field to ground-based remote-sensing instrumenta-
Measurements for Radiation Forc- tion, and

ing and Feedbacks in General • satellite data from existing operational and
Circulation Models researchsatellites.

G. M. Stokes and T. S. Cress In FY 1991, the ARM Program prepared to begin
measurementsin FY 1992 withthe phased imple-

Atmosphericgeneral circulation rnodels (GCMs) mentationof the firstfield site. Effortsincluded

are a usefultool for advancing understandingof , establishing working priorities for long- and
the global climate system and the Impact that short-termoccupationof measurementsites,
human activities have on it. For instance, how
different energy scenarios change the atmos- • analyzing the scientific objectives of each
pheric concentration of carbon dioxide can be locale, including the technical and geographic
investigated through the use of GCMs. One of characteristics of the sites that would affect
DOE's goals is to improve the performance of observational strategies,

GCMs astools for predicting global climatechange. • establishing a Site Management Plan that
To achieve this goal, DOE initiated a muitifaceted delineates responsibilities of the Site Program
research program that concentrates on improved Manager, Site Scientist, and Site Operator,
understanding of the physical processes modeled
in GCMs that limitGCM performance. ° identifying measurements and measurement

strategies required to meet the program
The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) objectives,
Program is the major field portion of DOE's climate • selecting Instrumentation to produce the
change research program. The ARM Program is required measurements, and
focused on irnproving the treatment of cloud radi-
ativeforcing and feedbacks in GCMs, because that • designing a data management system to
is currently the major source of uncertainty in the acquire Instrument and external (e.g., satellite
models, data) data streams and to deliver the data to the

individualteam members.

The objective of the ARM Program is to character-
ize radiative processes in the atmos_ere with lm- Key accomplishments include

proved resolutionand accuracy. A key to thischar- • completion of pilot studies of potential site
acterization is the effective treatment of cloud instrumentation,
formation and radiation transfer in climate research
models. The experimental design incorporates • selection of Site Program Managers for four of
the following elements: five planned Iong..termsites,

• up to five permanent measurement sites com- • selection of Site Scientists for three of five
prising a highly instrumented central facilityand planned long-term s!tes,
a surrounding network of sensors to document • selection of the site for the first field-
the cloud distribution and morphology in the measurement program,
atmospheric volume above each site,

• determination of the instrument suite for the
• a network of meteorological observation sta- first site,

tions at each of the five sites to document
surface meteorological and radiative conditions • establishment of distinct measurement
over an area comparable in size tothe cornputa- strategies, and
tional gridcell used by a GCM, • design of the data system.

• a relocatable facility of ARM instruments,
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The ARM Program Involves nine national labora- transfer of radiation in the atmosphere, wittl the
tories whose efforts are coordinatedthroughthe primary locales spanning many of the attributes
ARM Program Office at the PNL. The program limitingthe performance of GCMs. The locales
consists of three distinct entitles: the Science recommended by the site selection team were
Team, the InstrumentDevelopmentProgram,and reviewed in the context of the needs of the
the Cloudsand RadiationTestbed (CART). Science Team, and of plans for other research

programs,because the benefits of coordinationor
Experimental Approach collaborationmightinfluencethe priority for occu-

The ARM ProgramPlan (DOE 1990) outlinesthe pancy. The primary localesrecommendedby the
program's basic experimental approach. Field site selection team were reviewed and ultimately
measurementswillbe used to Initializetheprocess prioritizedfor long-termoccupation(7 to 10 years)
modelsto be evaluatedand to providethe data for as follows:
periodicmodelcomparisonand evaluation. 1. SouthernU.S. Great Plains

2, TropicalWesternPacificOceanEmphasisis on the data needed to test the radia-
tive models, and secondarily on additional data 3. NorthSlopeof Alaska
required to develop and test the performance of

4. Eastern North Pacific(orAtlantic)Ocean
radiativeparameterizatlonson the scale of a GCM
computationalgrid cell, or the area Included in a 5. Gulf Streamoff EasternNorthAmerica.

satellite observation. Since the single largest With Itsconcentrationof relatedresearchprograms
Impacton atmosphericshort- and long-waveradi- and favorable logisticalenvironment,the southern
ation Is the distribution,type, and morphologyof Great Plains was the clear first choice, both pro-
clouds, a third focus is on evaluating how cloud grammaticallyand scientifically(DOE 1991). Cur-
formation, maintenance, and dissipation are rent plans call for a site occupation rate of one
treated, every eighteen months.

,,

A highly Instrumentedsite will be used to docu- The supplementary Iocale_ recommended for
ment the radiative properties and fluxes within a short-term occupancyor for campaigns to study
column to the top of the atmosphere, document processescharacteristicof that locale are Central
the mean atmospheric properties of the atmos- Australia or Sonoran Desert; Northwest U.S.-
pheric column, and document the advection of Southwest Canada Coast; Amazon Basin or
atmospheric properties (e.g., temperature) and Congo Basin; and Beaufort Sea, Bering Sea, or
constituents(e.g., water vapor) into and out of the GreenlandSea.
gridcellequivalent.

Potential synergies between the ARM Program
Locale and Site Selection and other researchprograms strongly Influenced
Measurement sites for the ARM Program were the selection of the southern Great Plains.
prioritized based on considerations of global Because the southernGreat Plains is character-
climate regimes on the scales of hundreds of ized byviolentweather conditionsthat periodically
kilometers to considerations of surface homo- threaten life and property, as well as by a wide
geneity on the scale of a few kilometers. This varietyof cloudand meteorologicalconditions,it is
meant proceeding from identifying the southern an area of intense Interest for atmospheric
Great Plainsas the highest-priority locale to select- research and the development of Improved
ing a specific few kUorneters within that locale for operatlonal weather observation and forecasting
the first measurement site. Occupation of the site capabilities. The presence of these programs influ-
within the southern Great Plains isplanned for April enced the selection of specific sites for the central

: 1992, with data being transmitted from the site by facility and for the vertical profiling measurement
the end of that month, facilities.=

The selection process ensured that the primary Figure 1 shows the site with its component central
and supplementary locales would collectively facility and auxiliary, extended, and boundary
experience the key phenomena controlling the facilities. Table 1 lists the measurements to be.=
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TABLE 1, Instrumentsby MeasurementFacility,

Facilifles/lnsb'uments_ _ _ ProQerty_.Measured ,,.

Central Facility Instrument=

915-MHz radarwindprofilerand PASS VerticalprofilesofwindvelocitycomponentsandaceustlovirtualtemperatureInthe
atmosphericboundarylayer

50-MHz radarwindprofilerand PASS Verticalprofilesofwindvelocitycomponentsandacousticvirtualtemperatureabovethe
atmosphericboundarylayer

Balloon-bornesoundingsystem Windspeed,winddirection,temperature,and humidity

Microwaveradiometer integratedcolumnaramountsofwaterand liquid

Instrumented60-mtower Eddycorrelationmeasurementsof heat,momentum,and moisturefluxesatheightsof60 .
a_.'125m;observationsof meanwindcomporents,temperature,andhumidityata heightof
60m; upwellingbroadbandsolarandinfraredfluxesat heightsof 60and25 m

BaselineSolarRadiationNetwork NormalIncidentpyranometer;predstonspectralpyranometer;pyrgeometer;
insvuments pyranometerandpyrgeometerforupwellingIrradiance;solarspectralradiometer

Calibrationfacilities Absoluteradiometer;comparisonstand;laboratorycomponents

Aerosolinstruments Nephelometer;ozonesensor;CCN counter;aerosolfil_r packsystemwith twosizecuts;
. "" filtersamplesystemforopticalabsorption;opticalparticlecountingsystems

Instrument DevelopmentProgram
Instruments (for Central Facility)

Ceilometer Cloudheightsincludingcirrus;aerosolbackscatterintheatmosphericboundarylayer

Ramanlidar Verticalprofilesofwatervaporand ozoneconcentrations

InfraredInterferometei"spectrometer Infraredradiancesat thesurface

Ultravioletspectralradiometer UV radiancesatthesurface

35- and 94-GHz radarsystems Cloudproperlies

Lidar'systems Aerosolandcloudproperties

AuxlllarySite=

Whole-skyimagingsystem Mappingcloudgeometry;possiblyradianceobservations

" ExtendedSite FaclUtles

z Surfacefluxstations Verticalfluxesofheat,moistureand momentum.Energy.balanceBowenratiosystems
willalsoobservesol heat flux,soiltemperature,andso=fmoisture

Widebandsolarandinfraredsensors; Upwellinganddownwellingirradiances
multifilterrotatingshadowband

" radiometer

Surfacemeteorologicalsensors Meanwindspeedanddirectionata heightof 10m; temperatureand humidityata heightof
1.5m; barometricpressureand liquidprecipitation

BoundaryFadlitlea

: Co-locationwithwind profilers Wind and temperabJre(withPASS) profiles
__ (somewithRASS)

Balloosl-bomesoundingsystem Wind,temperature,andhumidityprofiles

Futureremote sensor Wind,temperature,andhumidityprofiles
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made at each of these facilities. The first central individual ARM measurement site. The current
facility will be near Lamont, Oklahoma, near the focus is instrumentation for the first site In the
center of the densest part of the Wind Profiler southern Great Plains.
Demonstration Network. Boundary facilities will
complement the measurements taken by the six The instrumentation for the first ARM/CART site
wind profilers shown in the figure at the boun- emphasizes observations made at land surface
daries of the site. At this time, specific pieces of and includes stations to observe air-surface
land are being examined, exchange of moisture, heat, and momentum;

balloon-borne sounding systems to obtain vertical
By the end of FY 1991, Site Program Managers for profiles of wind speed, temperature, and humidity;
the southern Great Plains, the Tropical Western microwave radiometers to observe amounts of
Pacific, North Slope of Alaska, and the Gulf water vapor and liquid in the column above the
Stream, and Site Scientists for the Tropical site; and radar wind profiler systems coupled with
Western Pacific, North Slope of Alaska, and the acoustlc systems to observe vertical profiles of
Gulf Stream were Identified. The remaining Site mean wtnd velocity components and temperature.
Program Managers and Site Scientists will be
named early in FY 1992. Pilot Studies

Limited pilot studies, in conjunctionwith other pro-
Preparations for site occupatlon Include satisfying grams, have helped In evaluating the performance
the requirements of the National Environmental of specific instruments. A prime example was a
Protection Act (NEPA). The NEPA process was collaborative study with the Winter Icing and
Initiated during FY 1991 for the southern Great Storms Program (WISP) of the Federal Aviation
Plains site. The expected impact of the instrumen- Administration (FAA) and the National Oceanic and
tation and facilities to be installed at the site appear Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), conducted in
to require the completion of an Environmental February and March 1991. During this study, the
Assessment, which is expected to be completed performance of microwave radiometers for the
and approved In time for site occupation in April. measurement of columnar water vapor and liquid
To assist in preparation of the Environmental water was evaluated. The study took advantage of
Assessment and for site management, the devel- the presence of a number of instruments to charac-
opment of a geographical information system, terize the moisture distribution in the atmosphere
using Landsat data, was Initiated and is expected as well as other radiometers. The results are being
to be a model for subsequent sites, used in the instrument selection process for the

first site.
An Implementation Review for the ARM Program

was held in May 1991. During the review, two Similarly, the results of a field experiment during
teams, representing the views of the Science May and June 1991 in the vicinity of Boardman,
Team and the recently named Site Program Oregon, are furnishing valuable guidance for the
Managers, were requested t(_provide responses placement of instrumentation at the southern
to ali aspects of ARM planning. Although the Great Plains site. The objective of the Boardman
general conclusions from the review were favor- study was to acquire data to improve descriptions
able, shortfalls were Identified and now the of values of heat and moisture flux over an area
Science Team is playing a larger role both in the approximatelythe size of a GCM grid cell. The guid-
design, planning, and execution of the program ance developed from analysis of the Boardman
and in the development of experimental concepts, data will aid in siting Instruments for the facilities at
and the airborne measurements required are the southern Great Plains site.
being assessed in the context of the ARM obser-

vationalstrategles. Data Management System Design

Instrumentation The software environment of the site and of the
experiment center will be capable of receiving,The scientific requirements, geographical con-

straints, and site operating needs will determine processing, displaying, and storing sizable quan..
titles of data in real time. A software system to sup-what instrumentation will be deployed to each
port field experimental operations developed by
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the National Center for Atmospheric Research Within these broad contexts, research generally
(NCAR) will be the basis for implementationo! the falls intoone of three looselyrelatedgroups:
site and experiment center data systems. The • measurement of the instantaneous radiative
basicstructureof thissystemis shownin Figure2. flux under clear, broken clouds and overcast
The simplicityof its buildingblock architecturefor conditions,
data processingmakes the syster_,;_;pandableto
handle virtuallyany instrumentsyS__r_'__r datatype. • use of measurements to evaluate process

models and parameterizations embodied in

Althoughteam memberswill receive data directly GCMs, and
from the experimentcenterand accessthe archive , use of data fusion techniques and four-
as required, the archivewill also make archived dimensional data assimilationto address the
data readilyavailable to the wider climateresearch vaflabitity of atmospheflc conditions on a scale
community,and ultimatelyto other programsand comparableto a GCM computationalgridcell.
agencies for research that extends well beyond
climateandglobalchange issues. Two general measurement strategies have

evolved:

To determinean appropriatesize for the site data . the instantaneous radiative flux experimental
systemand short-termdata archivalrequirements concept, and
at the site, Instrument data rates, measurement
strategies, and the external data stream to be . the use of a single column of a GCM model

to examine process models and
receivedat the sitewereevaluated, parameterizations.

Science Team Experiment Support Data fusion teci_niquesand four-dimensionaldata

The ARM Program is focused on improvingthe assimUationare approachesthat can be appliedin
treatmentof radiative energy in GCMs and, there- each strategy to use widely spaced and possibly
fore, on the physicalprocessesthat Impactrarita- nonsimultaneous measurements to document
tive transport in the atmosphere. The scientific general and even sometimes specific conditions
issues facingthe ARM Program can be described acrossthe area of a gridcell.

inthe contextof three broad topics: External Program Coordination
• radiativeenergytransportin climatemodels,

The ARM Programcomplementsrelated research
• cloudformation,maintenance, and dissipation, programs that focus on new observationalcapa-

and bilitlesand a new generationof predictivemodels

• the limitsof modelingatmosphericprocessesin based on the improved understanding of the
GCMs and relatedmodels, physicalprocessesthat limitmodelperformance.

The complementaryprograms in the vicinity of the......... L _ _1

first operational ARM field site in the southern
GreatPlains Include

,I-'-DIs_l"__ • The National Weather Service Modernization

1_ ' , // c°ntr°l _' ,rE''_'L Program,

L-'_°"_I_ ! • The National Weather Research Program

?Poo ,no,,commo, nowna STOM,Ingest

ata__ C_o-'--" . The Global Energyand Water Cycle ExperimentD ntrot (GEWEX),

,I Store ,I Dalai,.. ° Winter Icingand StormsProject(WISP), and
2

netCDF ° The Oklahoma Mesonet.

FIGURE 2. NCARSoftwareSystem.
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In February and March 1991, WISP provided the environment. The experience here will strongly
opportunity for ARM to compare candidate Instru- shape the planning for two more ocean sites. A
ments for the first measurement site with instru- site on the North Slope of Alaska poses its own
mentation already in the field for other purposes, problems' stability of instrument platforms on
Future WISP field programs may be located to take permafrost and access to remote instrument sites
advantage of the southem Great Plains site. and power.

The modernization program of the National Interagency and interprogramcoordination remain
Weather Service and the development of the central features of the ARM Program. Involvement
Oklahoma Mesonet will directly benefit the ARM of NOAA is substantial and expected to grow;
Program. About 35 automated weather reporting NCAR is Involved in Instrument and model develop-
stations in the Mesonet are within the boundaries ment with a particularfocus on vertical profile speci-
of the ARM site; data from these stations will be fication. The ARM field efforts will continue to be
part of the ARM data base. coordinated with the STORM and GEWEX proj-

ects. Other agencies with which ARM Program
The GEWEX and STORM research programs are operations will be coordinated Include the National
the most closely coupled with the ARM Program. Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
The GEWEX Continental-Scale International the National Science Foundaiion (NSF), and the
Program will be located near the southern Great Department of Defense (DOD).
Plains site and close collaboration will ensure
maximum benefit to both efforts. The ARM Pro- References

gram is alsocollaboratingcloselywiththe STORM U.S. Department of Energy(DOE). 1990. Atmos.
Program Office. Care is being taken to ensure pheric Radiation Measurement Program Plan.
compatibility of data systerns by using common DOE/ER-0441, U.S. Department of Energy,
software and compatible software protocols. Washington,D.C,

Future Research U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). 1991. Identi-
Phased installation of instruments of the first site fication, Recommendation, and Justification of
will begin in April 1992. Initially most instrumenta- Potential Locales for ARM Sites. DOE/ER-0495T,
tion will be deployed to the Central Facility, but U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.
some Instruments will go to the boundary facilities,
and later more will go to the extended and auxiliary

measurement sites. The phased installation Tethered-Balloon Sounding
process is expected to continue into FY 1993. System for Obtaining Vertical

Radiation Profiles
Data system testing will begin early in FY 1992
usingdata setsfrom recentfield programsinwhich C.D. Whiteman,J. M. Alzheimer, G. A. Anderson,
radiometric sensors have been evaluated. The M. R. Garnich,and W.J. Shaw
objective is to run test cases to confirmthe basic
functionality of the planned physical system, An instrument development project is under way
gradually adding stress to evaluate system to developa small tethered-balloonsoundingsys-tem to collect routine tn situ vertical radiometric
capability, profilesto heightsof ...1500m above ground level.

In FY 1992, the final key personnel(Site Program The major technical issue of thisprojectis to con-
Managers and Site Scientists)will be named and structa stable platformthat willkeep the radiomet-

ric instruments level, regardless of the balloon's
development of the mobile facility will begin, motion,
Assessment of the unique needs of the first ocean
environment site In the tropical western Pacific

FY 1991 was the first year of funding for this proj-Ocean will begin. The challenges of this site in-
clude not only the type of instrumentation required ect, and emphasis was placed on developing an
to address the scientific needs of the site, but also effective engineering design for the stable
the use of sensitive instrumentation in a hostile platform. 1"heproject's key accomplishments are

as follows;
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• A mathematicalmodelofanInclinednetradLom- level(AGL).A commercialtethered-balloonmete-
eter was developedto determinethe design orolog_cai-sensingpackagecarriedjustbelowthe
specificationsforthestableplatform, balloonprovidessupplementarymeteorological

• Two prototypeplatformswere designedand data, includingpressure,temperature,humidity,
built. Thefirstplatform,termedthe Sky Plat- windspeed,andwinddirection.
form, carriesthe radiometricsensorsand is
stabilizedbyanactivecontrolloop.Thesecond Modeling of a Tilted Net Radiometer
platform,termedthe MotionSensingPlatform Theradiometerscarriedon the tetherlinemustbe
(MSP),isnotstabilizedandwillbeusedto meas- exposedIn sucha waythatthe radiometricinflu-
ure the lateraland angularaccelerationsto encesof theballoon,tetherline,andotherobstruc-
whichtheSkyPlatformwillbe exposed. Data tlonsarenegligible.Calculationswereperformed
fromtheMSPwill beusedtndesigningtheSky toestimatethe radiometricinfluenceoftheballoon
Platform'scontrolloop, on the measurementsmadeat theSkyPlatform.

These calculationssuggestthat the short-wave
• TestflightsweremadewiththeMSP. radiometricinfluenceof the balloonwill be negli-
• A workingprototypeSkyPlatformwasdemon- gtbleas long as the radiometeris not directly

stratedattheAtmosphericRadiationMeasure- shadedby the balloonandthe platformis 12 or
r:;_:nts(ARM)ScienceTeamMeetinginOctober moreballoondiameters(i.e.,30 m ormore)below
1991. the 7.5-m3 balloon. The infrared radiometric

Influence of the balloon has not yet been
Engineering Design Concepts calculated.

A radiometricplatformsuitablefordeploymentona
small tetheredballoonshouldbe light,inexpen- A mathematicalmodelof the radiometricsignal
sive,andstable, ltmustbe llghtwetgl_tbecauseof froma tiltednetradtomoterwasdevelopedtoaidin
the limitedfree-liftcapacityof smallballoons;it the engineeringspecificationof theSkyPlatform.
mustbe inexpensivebecauseairbornesensing This model,which followsthe workof Arnfield
packageswilloccasionallybe lost;andlt mustbe (1982),determinesthe long-waveandshort-wave
stable(i.e.,kepthorizon,tal)sothattheradiometric trradlanceson the upper and lower sensing
measuren_entscanbe propertyinterpreted, elementsof a tilted net radiometerby angular

integrationof long-waveandshort-waveradiance

DuringFY'1991,a largenumberofdesignsforthe distributionsfromthe sky and ground. Various
stablep,tatforrnanditssensorswereconsideredby publishedradiancedistributionsare used in this
the projectteam. Platformdesignsthat carried Integration.Usingtiltandazimuthangleprobability
radiometricsensorsonorhangingdirectlyfromthe distributions,the modelcan simulateinstrument
balloonwere rejectedbecauseof the difficultyof outputfrom oscillationsthatmaybeproducedby
stabilizingthe platforr,1Inturbulentenvironments, the mean wind, turbulence, or the dynamic
The tetherllnewas considereda more suitable responseof the tetherline.
location for the platformbecause its dynamic
responseto atmosphericturbulence is slower. The modelshowsthata nort-levelnetradiometer
Designsthat reliedon mechanicalstabllizatlonof canbeseriouslyinerrorduringdaytime°whenthe
the ptatform using counterweightswere also short.waveradiationstreamisdirected,butis less
rejected. Activecomrol loopsallow muchbetter susceptibleto error during nighttimeascents,
controlof frequencyresponse,withoutthepenal- when the tong-waveradiation stream is more
tiesof heavycounterweigl_ts, tsotroplc.The modelalsoshowsthatoscillationsofthe radiometerabout the horizontalare of less

FLgureI presentsan artist'sconceptionof the concernthan a meantilt angle, lt is tllerefore
tethered-ba!l,oonradiometricprofiler. The stable Importantto ensurethatthe platformIs balanced
platform is carried on the tetherline below the so thatwind drag doesnot producea meantilt
balloon. In atyptcal operation,radiometricdata angle, However,if the tilt andazimuthanglesof
wouldb,ecollectedduring45-minute-tongballoon the radtomieterare recorded,partialtheoretical
ascentstohe,ightsofup to 1500m above ground correctionof theerrorstspo._si_bte.
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FIGURE1: A_st'sC9.n.oepttono!Telhered_-B_l.oonRadi.ometerprofiler.A commercialmeteorok:>gical-senstngpackagei=
cameajustunoerme¢_a_:>on,ariameskyl.'lattormiscarrieaonthetelherline30mormorebelowtheL_iloon.
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Design of the Stable Platform cords through pulleysthat are driven by small elec-

A prototype Sky Platform,as demonstrated at the tric motors. An automaticcontrol loop keeps the
ARM Science Team Meeting in October 1991, is platform level by interrogating the horizontal
illustratedin Figure2. The platformis an equilateral sensors(accelerometers)on the Sky Platformand
triangle, approximately65 cm on a side, formed drivingthe motors, gears, and pulleys at the two
fromaluminumtubing. A mountfor radiometdcand mobilecomers of the triangle. A flux gate magne-
Ilorizontal sensors is supported at the center of tometer provides information on the platform
the triangle. The Sky Platformis carriedwithin a heading.
3--m segment of the tetherline that comprises
three individual cords at a point 30 m or more The Sky Platformwillcarrya numberof broadband
belowthe balloon,as shownin Figure 1. The fixed radiometric sensors that are within the weight
corner of the Sky Platformis attachedto one of the limitations imposed by tile liftingcapacity of the
cordsat the center of the 3-m-long section, while balloon. Initial observationswill be made using
tile othertwo cornersare attachedto the othertwo modified net radiometers and/or a silicon cell

Pulley

head

Net
Radiometer

AttitudeSensing
Batteries Accelerometers

Fixed
Corner

Control
Electronics

FIGURE2. LayoutofthePrototype,_,kyPlatform.
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pyranometer. Modified net radiometers were , A small attitude or rate gyroscope will be in-
procuredin FY 1991. s',alledon boththe MSP andthe Sky Platformto

determinethe accuracy of tilt measurements
Design of the Motion Sensing Platform usingourpresentaccelerometermethod. It will

To collect data on the full range of platform be used to demonstrate the efficacy of the
motions, including lateral and angular accelera- control-loop-stabilizedplatform.
tions, lateral and angular velocities, and angular • Flighttestswill be performedduring FY 1992 to
orientation,a secondairborneplatform,the MSP, determineand improvethe perforrnanceof the
has been developed to fly in place of the Sky prototypeMSP and Sky Platform.

Platform.This platformisbuilton a triangularframe • Further effo=lwill be spent on evaluating theIdenticalto the one for the Sky Platform,but the
MSP carriesno radiometricsensors,controlloop, performanceof various level sensors. We will
or leveling motors. Rather, the MSP Is instru- also Investigate the optimal placement of
mentedto measure the motionsto whichthe Sky accelerometerson the MSP and methods for
Platform will be subjected, and the data obtained distinguishingangular and lateral accelerations.

wi21be used in the final design of the control loop A final stag_ in the instrument development pro-and structural elements of the Sky Platform. An
array of miniature solid-state accelerometers col- gram, to be initiated In FY 1993, will be to test

radiometric profiles obtained using the Sky Plat-lects the raw data from which balloon motions are
determined, form against those from an Instrumented tower and

to strengthen ali components of the tethered-

Flight Testing balloon system so that it can be run routinelyat the
ARM Cloud and Radiation Testbed sites. Operat-

Two flight tests of the MSP were conducted during ing characteristics and operating limits of the instru-
FY 1991, using an electrical cable suspended from ment system must be determined, so that the data
the balloon-borne MSP and a personal computer- can be properly interpreted and safety and opera-
based data acquisition system on the ground, tional requirements can be met.
However, the heavy electrical cable appeared to
affect the dynamic response of the balloon/ Reference

tetherline system, so further tests using a light- Arnfield,A.J. 1982. "Estimationof Diffuse Irradi-
weight on-board data acquisitionsystem will be ance on Sloping Obstructed Surfaces: An Error
necessary. Analysis." Archives for Meteoro/ogy, Geophysics,
Future Work and Bioc/imato/ogy, Series B, 30:303-320.

The followingmajortasksare plannedin FY 1992:

• '1"hetiltedradiometer modelwillbe tested using Point-Area Relationships for
radiometricobservations collected in a special Global Climate Models
series of field measurements. J.C. Doran

• An on-board data acquisition and storage cape- The objective of this project Is to develop methods
bility will be developed for both the MSP and for relating values of surface fluxes of sensible and
the Sky Platform. latent heat measured at one or more points to area-

, A flux gate magnetometer will be Installed on average values of fluxes that are appropriate for
the Sky Platform.
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use in general circulation models (GCMs). In par- Bowen ratio energy balance techniques, was de-
ticular,we are interestedin testingand improving ployedalonga path roughlyparallel to the prevail-
parameterization schemes used in GCMs that ing winds in the area. These Instrumentswere
describe area-average fluxes in terms of mean supplemented with balloon-borne sensors,
quantities,such as air temperatures,surface tem- sodars, and optical scintillationwind and turbu-
peratures, and wind speed. Because surface lence sensors. An Instrumentedaircraftflew over
fluxes of heat and moisture play crucial roles in the area to measure mean winds and tempera-
drivingatmosphericcirculations,determiningver- tures, radiatingsurface temperatures,andfluxesof
ticalprofilesof watervapor,and formingclouds,lt is heat, momentum,moisture,CO2, and 03; approxi-
essential that GCMs be able to represent these mately 91 hours of flight time were achieved.
processes efficiently and accurately. For that Figure 1 showsa schematicdiagram of the experi-
reason, this project is an importantcomponent of mentalarea andthe instrumentlocations.
DOE's Atmospheric Radiation Measurement
(ARM) Program. Future Work

Onlya preliminarylook at the data was possiblein
Applicationof a combinationof field andnumerical FY 1991, but several Interestingcases were ob-
experimentsto address the issueof subgrid-scale rained duringthe experiment. The marked con-
parameterizations has been proposed, and in trasts in surface fluxes between the semiarid
FY 1991, investigatorsparticipatedin a major field steppe and the irrigated farmland produced
programto collectdata needed for the study, noticeable differences in mean and turbulent

Field Study atmosphericproperties. These differenceswill be
analyzed for their implications for representing

During May and June 1991, PNL organized and area-averaged fluxes in terms of mean quantities,
directed a field study in northeastern Oregon. such as wind speed and temperature differences
Participants included scientists from Argonne between the surface and the air. Indications of
National Laboratory and Los Alamos National secondary circulations arising from the thermal
Laboratory, who had also received funding contrasts of the two basic land types are expected
through the ARM Program to pursue objectives to complicatethe analysis.
closely related to those of this project. In addition,
researchers from other institutions participated, A second experiment in the same area Is tenta-
Including several from the National Oceanic and tively planned. In this experiment, additional instru-
Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Atmos- mentation wol.ld be deployed over the farm area to
pheric Turbulence and Diffusion Division, which characterize its small-scale variability more com-
had joined PNL In proposing this work to DOE. pletely and to study its effect on the appropriate

flux to be assigned to the irrigated area. The flux
The field site chosen featured strong contrasts in variations over the farm are expected to be rela-
surface fluxes over adjacent tracts of land. A tively small compared to the differences between
steppe area was bordered on the east, northeast, the farm and steppe and should be closer to those
and west by extensive areas of Irrigated farmland, expected over the ARM Program's Cloud and
The steppe was characterized by large fluxes of Radiation Testbed (CART) site tn the Great Plains,
sensible heat but small fluxes of latent heat, while The resultswill provide the opportunity for study-
the farm areas featured large latent heat fluxes and Ing and describing surfaceflux variations on scales
small sensible heat fluxes. An array of surface flux on the orders of 1 km and 10 km.
measurement stations, using eddy correlation or
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RGURE1. SchematicDiagramofExpedrnentalArea.Blackareasarebodesofwater,stippk_dareasareirrigatedfarnlland,andthe
remainingareaissteppe.Squaresare_eddycorrelationinstrumerlts,circlesareBowenratioenergy-balancestations,Ddenotesthree-
componentDopplersodar,T markslocationsoi tethered-balloonlaunches,Cisthelocationfortheconvergencemeasurements,andS
showslocationofminisoda_sformeasurementsof internalboundary-layerdevelopment.Theprimaryflightpathfortheinstrumentedaircraftisalsoshown.

Characterization of Cloud/Aerosol andoutgoinginfraredradiation.Cloudsare_mpor-
Interactions with Solar and Long- tantbecauseat any giventimetheymaskabout
Wave Radiation halfof the earth'ssurface. Aerosolscan affect

climatebothdirectly,throughreflectionof solar
N.S. Lau/ainen,J. J.Micha/sky,(a)L. C.Harrison,(s) radiationawayfromthe planet,andindirectly,by
N. R.Larson,andJ. L. Berndt actingascondensationnucleiforthe formationof

The QuantitativeLinks componentof DOE's cloudsand alteringthestructureandopticalprop-
Expanded Carbon Dioxide Research Program ertlesof clouds. Betterunderstandingo_thesesometimesclimaticallyopposingeffectsisneeded
attemptsto quantifylinkagesbetweenchangesin forimprovingparameterizationsofradiativetransferatmosphericcompositionand the temperatureof
the planet. Whilesignificantefforts t_avebeen in cloudy,turbidatmospheresfor usein general

circulationmodels (GCMs) and other relatedmadeto understandexpectedchangesinclimate models.
thatmayresultfroman increaseinCO2andother

greenhousegases,therehasalsobeena growing TheNetwork-BasedSolarandMeteorologicalChar-recognitionof the role that cloudsand aerosols
acterizationof Clou_-RadiationInteractionProjecthaveinthe regulationof theplanetaryenergybal-
isanelementof researchinthispoorlyunderstoodanceby interactingwith incomingsolar radiation
area. Theobjectiveofthisprojectisto investigate
howcloudsandaerosolsinteractwith long-wave

(a) StateUniversityofNewYorkatAlbany,
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and short-wave radiationto regulate the heatingof Is a diffuser/integrating cavity. Because interfer-
the planet. To understand how cloud- and aerosol- once filters are used with the detectors, it is
Induced radiative effects vary in time, with cloud necessary for the filter/detectors to be mounted at
structure and type, for a mid-latitude continental a sufficient distance from the entrance optics to
area, a nine-station network is being established in ensure that no light enters the filter at an angle
the midwestern and eastern United States. Each greater than about five degrees from normal.
station is equipped with a uniquely designed multi- Otherwise,the filtertransmittance and wavelength
filter rotatingshadowbandradiometer(MFRSR) to responsewill deviate from manufacturerspecifica-
measure direct normal, diffuse horizontal, and lions. The combinationof a diffuser followed by
global horizontal irradlance in six narrow-wave- the integratingcavity maximizes the lightthrough
lengthpassbands. An additionalmeasurement in the detector. This diffuser/integrating cavity
a broad passband covering a large portion of the design further reduces system response asym-
short-wave spectrum will approxirnate total short- metrles through multiple scattering of the incident
wave irradiance. Measurements of downwelling radiation.
long-wave radiation will be made with a broadband
infrared radiometer or pyrgeometer. Local ground Another Innovation of the MFRSR is the hexa-
albedo measurements will be made primarily to gonal packing of six interference filter/detectors
Identify the presence of snow. Standard meteoro- around the central unfiltered photodiode that
logical measurementsof relativehumidity,tempera- serves as the total short-wave detector. Because
ture, and rainfall will supplement these radiation the light intensities in each narrow band are very
measurements. The study is to be conducted small, and the detectors might be affected by
over a minimum of a 5-year period, external current sources if leads to the signal con-

ditioning circuitry were long, the amplifiers are
Specific objectives accomplished during FY 1991 mounted near the filter/detectors on a cubic circuit
were 1) the acquisition of equipment and instru- board that serves as the detector mounting plat-
mentation; 2) the design, fabrication and testing of form. In addition, the board is Insulated and tem-
the MFRSRs; 3) the selection and preparation of perature-controlled at about 40°C. This stabilizes
the field sites for the study; and 4) the installation the performance of the electronics and the filters.
of the instrumentation at the field sites. No analy-
ses of the data have been performed, as the Instal- In addition to the microprocessor circuit board that
lation and system checks were just completed near controlsdata acquisition and shadowband motion,
the end of the year. A major advantage of the ox- another electronics board amplifies and conditions
periment design is that each station can operate the signals from ali other ancillary instruments that
unattended, with only periodic maintenance feed into the data acquisition board. In total, the
checks by the site operators. The data will be re- measurements include seven measurements each
trieved automatically by means of telephone and of direct normal, diffuse horizontal,and global hori-
modem through a central data-archiving computer zontai irradlances, and ancillary data on precipita-
system at PNL. tion, relative humidity, outside air temperature,

thermopile output from the precision Infrared
The project is a cooperative effort between PNL radiometer (PIR) representing infrared irradiance
and the Atmospheric Sciences Research Center plus dome and case temperatures for correcting
(ASRC) of the State University of New York at this measurement, upwelling short-wave irradi-
Albany (SUNY-Albany). ance, detector temperature, battery voltage, and

referencevoltagefor the thermistorsthat are used
Instrumentation in ali temperature measurement circuits except

The primaryinstrumentat each site is the MFRSR, outside air. The control unit includesthe micro-
developed jointly at PNL.and SUNY-Albany (Fig- processor circuit board, the signal conditioning
ure 1). lt is based on an earlier, single-detector board, modem, electrical surge protector, and
version (LeBaron et al. 1989) but incorporates power supply. The entire systemwas tested and
several innovativedesign changes. One of them calibrated in the laboratory and under ambient

outdoorconditions at the ASRC.
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RGURE 1, AssemblyDrawingof the MultifilterRotatingShadowband Radiometer.

The ancillary instruments installed at the sites Calibrations and Tests

include An importantaspectof properMFRSR operationis
• pyrgeometer for measuring downwellinginfra- that the receivingoptics have a cosine response,

red radiationbetween 4 and 50 l_m, i.e., the responsedecreases as the cosineof the

• pyranometerfor upwellingshortwaveirradiance, angle of incidence. As part of a separate instru-
" ment-development project for the Atmospheric

• rain gauge for precipitation rate and amount, Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program, a cosine
and test bench was constructed at ASRC that allows

• weather station for temperature and relative measurement of the response from -90 to +90°
humidity, with a step resolution of 0.25°. A normalized re-

sponse curve for a typical filter/detector is shown in
In addition, a portable computer, along with a fre- Figure 2 and can be seen to be nearly unity except
quency meter for on-board timing calibration and a at high angles of incidence. With this response
precision voltage and current source for calibration information, one can correct the direct component.
of current and voltage amplifiers and the analog-to- The diffuse contribution at high angles of inci-
digital converters in the data-acquisition units, are dence, while unknown (because the spatial distri-
available for instrument maintenance and calibra- bution of diffuse radiance is generally not known),
tion in the field. An optical radiation calibrator is Is very low because it isweighted approximately by
also being acquired to aid iri the calibration of the the cosine of the solar-zenith angle. Therefore,
MFRSR in the laboratory, as well as to facilitate field the error in global and diffuse horizontal irradiance
calibration. Data acquisition, processing, and anal- measurements Is small even without correction.
ysis will be performed on Sun SparcStation IPC Other calibrations involved 1) the amplifier board
systems, with graphics terminals; these systems and analog-to-digital converter usir_ a precision
are available at both PNL and SUNY-Albany.
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FIGURE 2, Normalized Cosine Respense Curve for a Typical Multifilter Rotating Shadowband Radiometer Filter/Detector,
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voltage and current source; 2) manufacturers' representativeness," i.e,, no Influence by local
values for precipitation,relative humidity,infrared sourcesof air pollution. The nine siteswere

radiation,and outsideair temperature sensors(for • Ithaca,New York--currentlya NationalDryDepo-
the deployment phase); and 3) intercomparison sitionNetwork (NDDN) and Multistate Atmos-between broadband short.wave radiation instru-
ment and ;:andard broadband Instruments. The pheric Power Production Pollution Study
filter/detectors will be calibrated and double- (MAP3S) site operatedbyCornell University
checked throughinstrumentcalibrationin the field • Howland,Maine--a remoteNationalOceanicand
as soon as the calibratoris available. Procedures Atmospheric Administration-Dry Deposition
for performingcalibrationsat each annualvisitwill ResearchNetwork(NOAA-DDRN) site operated
be developed during the first half of 1992. An bythe Universityof Maine

example of data from a MFRSR taken at Rattle- ,, Pine Grove Mills, Pennsylvania-an ARM
snake Mountain Observatory in southeastern ScienceTeam site, in proximityto a MAP3S and
WashingtonState is shownin Figure3. a NOAA-DDRN site,operated by Pennsylvania

Site Selection and Installation State University
• Oak Ridge, Tennessee--a NOAA-DDRN site

Initially, ninesiteswere selected, but instrurnenta- operated by the NOAA Atmospheric Turbu-
tionhas been Installedat only eightof them. Selec- lenceand DiffusionDivision
tion of the sites was based on availabilityof elec-
trical power and telephone service, existing • Bluefield, West Virginia--a site with a well-
research or monitoring activities, and "regional maintained solar radiationrecord operated by

Bluefield State College
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FIGURE 3. Example of Data Taken with the Multifllter Rotating Shadowband Radiometer at Rattlesnake Mountain Observatory.

• Bondville, Illinois--a NOAA-DDRN and MAP3S Data Acquisition and Management

siteoperatedbythe IllinoisState WaterSurvey PNL is responsiblefor primarydata collectionand
• Oxford, Ohio--a NDDN and MAP3S site,with a management. A PNL-based computerautomati-

10-year solarresourcedata history,operatedby cally callseach field unitevery nightto uploadthe
Miami Universityof Ohio data. An initialset of software for acquiringand

• Lewes, Delaware..-acoastal MAP3S site oper- processingthe data from MFRSR network units
was developed and consists of three programsated by the Universityof Delaware'sCollege of

Marine Studies that performthe basic tasks of operatingthe net-
work and retrievingdata, unpackingthe data into

• Huntington Wildlife Forest, Newcomb, New ASCII format, and sortingthe raw unpackeddata
York--a NOAA-DDRN siteoperatedbythe State for each unit by day. Correct mathematicalfunc-
University of New York's College of Environ- tions for convertingthe raw output into calibrated
mentalScienceand Forestry. engineeringunits are provided by ASRC/SUNY-

The HuntingtonWildlife Forest site was found to Albany. The criteria used for data quality inspec-
be unacceptableduringthe installationtrip,when it tionare simplerangeand singularitychecksfor the
was discoveredthat the 38-m tower swayed 3° in suiteof auxiliary instrumentsconnectedto tile data
azimuth in even light winds. Other sites at the loggers. The data are then permanentlyarchived
Huntington Wildlife Forest were not acceptable at PNL. If the PNLcomputergoes off-line,a redun-
because of the lack of an adequate horizon. A dantsystemat SUNY-Albanyretrievesthe data.
replacementsitewillbe selectedin 1992.
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Once the installation of instruments in the network Indeed be useful for studying cloud/aerosol
was completed, the network management program effects. As a result of the Mt. Pinatubo eruptlon In
was tested rigorously. Minor revisions to the soft- June 1991, there is also a unique opportunity to
ware removed any computer operating system observe the evolution and decay of the strato-
malfunctions to ensure consistently reliable daily spheric aerosol cloud from the eruption. Major
operation. The data system manager performs efforts in 1992, however, will focus on the analysis
regular checks of network status. Data are for- and interpretation of network data as a function of
matted for archiving dally, and file system backups meteorological (cloudiness, relative humidity, tem-
are performed weekly. Analysis software is being perature) and haze (aerosol optical depth) condi-
evaluated while the data archive is assembled, tions. Tests will be performed on various schemes
This procedure allows for active feedback on the for characterizing cloud/aerosol effects on radlatlve
suitability of the data-reduction techniques, transfer with respect to the cloud parameters

(cloudiness and cloud brightness) Introduced by
The processed data files serve as the master data Perez et al. (1990), cloud and aerosol optical
files to be used by the investigators. The master depths, and solar zenith angle. The aim of this
data files will be available for on-line use by onslte project is to extend the statistical sample on
(PNL) investigators. Offsite Investigators will be cloud/aerosol radiative effects for continental, mid-
able to receive copies of the master data files from latitude areas beyond what can be accomplished in
the data system manager via magnetic storage short, intensive campaigns. The five-year data set
tapes and disks, or via electronic mail. should allow investigations of how the frequency

distributions in the measured and derived parame-
Data Analysis and Interpretation ters vary from year to year. Additionalwork will be

Because the network was installed late In 1991, performed relating the observations from the
no analyses of the data have performed, lt is MFRSR networkto similarobservationsobtainedat
expected, however, that several analysis tech- the ARM Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART)
niquesthat have been appliedto similardata sets sites.
can be used inthisproject. For example, the anal-
ysis techniques used on stratospheric aerosol References
data from the El Chichoneruption (Pearson et al. Harrison,L.C. 1991. "Multi-Spectral Automated
1988) will be applied to aerosol data from the Rotating Shadowband Radiometry in the Atmos-
Mt, Pinatuboeruption. Also, initialwork has begun phericRadiationMeasurements (ARM) Program."
on _valuatinganalysissoftwareroutinesthat are to In Proceedings of the Biennia/Congress of the
be interfacedwith the graphics/statisticalsoftware International So/at Energy Society Meeting. eds.
packageknownas "New $." M. E, Arden, S. M. A. Burley, and M. Coleman,

pp.893-898, Pergamon Press, New York.
A paper describing the design and operation of
the MFRSR was presented at the Biennial LeBaron,B. A., J. J. Michalsky,and L. C. Harrison.
Congressoi the InternationalSolar Energy Society 1989. "Rotating Shadowband PhotometerMeas-
(Harrison 1991). In the near term, a paper is urementof AtmosphericTurbidity: A Toolfor Esti-
plannedthat describesthe cosine test bench and mating Visibility." Atmospheric Environment
results from measurements on several types of 23:255-263.
sensors. Another paper will describeautomated
techniquesfor reducingdirectbeam data from the Pearson,E. W., B.A. LeBaron,andJ. J. Michalsky.
MFRSR for the determination of aerosol optical 1988. "Decay of the El Chichon Perturbationto
depth, the Stratospheric Aerosol Layer: Multispectral

Ground-Based Radiometric Observations."
Future Work Geophysical Research Letters 15:24-27.

Because FY 1991 was spenton gettingthe instru-
mentation intothe field, only preliminarylooksat Perez, R., P. Ineichen, R. Seals, J. Michalsky,and

R. Stewart. 1990. "Modeling Daylight Availabilitytest data were possible. Fromearly indications, lt
and IrradlanceComponentsfrom Directand Globalappears that the MFRSRs and data systems are
Irradiance." Solar Energy 44:271-289.performing satisfactorily and that the data will
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The Computer Hardware, technology, and the accompanying advances in
Advanced Mathematics and Model numerical algorithms and software that use the

Physics (CHAMMP) Climate technology, must be appliedto the climaticmodel-ing problem. Progressinthese areas will be sub-
Modeling Program stantlallyenhancedbythe U,G. High Performance
D. C. Bader, M. C, MacCracken,(=) and R. C. Computingand Communications(HPCC)Program,
Ma/one(b) The DOE Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathe-

matics and Model Physics(CHAMMP) Programwill
Improved methods for predicting the world's future build on these research programs by providing an
climate and the potential climate change caused by interdisciplinary focus, which has been identified
human activities are needed to guide formulation as a computational "Grand Challenge" to be
of domestic and internationalenergy policies. The addressed by the HPCC Program (CPMES 1991).
World Meteorological Organization (WMO)/United

Nations Environment Programme's Intergovern- History
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stated in
its 1990 scientific assessment (IPCC 1990) that During 1990, a program plan for CHAMMP was
"Improved prediction of climate change depends drafted, distributed for review, and published. The
on the development of climate models, which is broad objective was development of a program to
the objective of the climate modelling programme rapidly apply the recent and projected advances irl
of the World Climate Research Programme." Cur- massively parallel computer architectures to the
rent general circulation models (GCMs) of the problem of climate modeling. Within 10 years, a
atmosphere and ocean that form the basis for computer may be available that will perform model-
climate projections are useful, but nonetheless ing calculations at a rate that is 103 to 104 times
inadequate in many ways. The deficiencies in- faster than is possible today. As part of the review
elude the limited treatment of interactions among process, a long-term technical oversight com-
the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and land mittee recommended that more powerful climate
surface; the Inadequate representation of such models would not be useful policy tools unless
key processes as radiative transfer and cloud more emphasis was placed on research into the
development; and relatively coarse spatial reso- theoretical limitsof climate predictability.
lution. The demands that must be met by future
climate models have been established in the To get a fast start on the problem and to keep
development of the U.S. Global Change Research abreast of the fast evolution in computer hardware,
Program (USGCRP), and their importance is evi- several 18-month pilot projects were started in
denced by the designation of climate modeling early 1990 at DOE laboratories and the National
and prediction as one of the program's four high- Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Col-
priority integrating themes (CEES 1991). DOE's laborative p;'ojectsamong climate modelers, mathe-
participation in tile USGCRP isdirected at acceler- maticians, and computer scientists in different
ating progress toward more reliable and accurate institutions were encouraged. Many of these
predictions, with reduced uncertainty, of 10- to projects form the basis for current CHAMMP
100-year climate change on regional scales, research activities. A compilati¢,nof _inal reports

fromthepilotactivitiesis available(DOE 1991).
Two primaryfactorswill speed the developmentof
betterclimatemodels. First,the scientificbasison Objective

whichtile vadoussubmodelsof climaticprocesses The goal of the CHAMMP Program is to develop,
are formed mustbe improved andverified. This is verify, and apply a new generation of climate
the goalof manyof the USGCRP experimentaland modelswithina coordinatedframeworkthat
modeling activities, Including DOE's Atmospheric

o Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program and the _ Incorporates the best available scientific and
Program for Climate Model Diagnosisand Intercom- numerical approaches to represent physical,

. parison (PCMDI). Second, adva_es in computer biogeochemical,and ecological processes,
• makes full use of the hardware and software

I_l LawrenceUverrnoreNationalLaboratory, capabilities of new computer architectures,LosAlamosNationalLaboratory.
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• probes the limits of climate predlctabllity, and pool of proposals. A separate proposal solicitation

• can be used to address the problem of under- for DOE and other government laboratories re-
standing the greenhouse climate issue through suited in selection of eight projects from DOE
the ability of the models to simulate time- laboratories and one joint project from NCAR and
dependent climatic changes over extended the Navy from 39 proposals submitted.
times and with regional resolution.

Collectively,the laboratory, university,and Industry
To meet this goal, the CHAMMP program will be projects span the research areas outlined above
conducted in three phases over the next 10 to and provide a broad and deep base of research
12 years. The Initial phase will last from 2 to talent on which to build the program. Principal
4 years. The program's primary emphasis is the investigators from these projects will form the
transfer of existing atmospheric and ocean GCMs CHAMMP Science Team. In addition to performing
to massively parallel computing platforms and the research, the Science Team will provide input to
initiation of a research program to develop new DOE on scientific priorities for the CHAMMP Pro-
methods and explore predictability Issues for gram to enable the program to meet its objectives.
cltmate modeling on time scales of the decade to Meetings and workshops will be deslgned to en.
the century. The second phase will include the courage further collaborations among Science
development of useful coupled atmosphere- Team membersastheirresearchprogresses,
ocean climate models. This phase wlUoverlap with
the end of the first phase and will last 3 to 5 years. Model Development Program
In the third and final phase of the program, fully
coupled climate system models with even faster The model development component of the
performance will be developed and available for CHAMMP Program is designed to be evolutionary
conducting long simulations of climate change on and flexible to achieve short,term results, lt will
decade to century time scales with regional spatlal provide a support structure for collaborations both
resolution. Research results on the limits of cii- within the CHAMMP Program and with other

national and international climate modeling pro-mate predictability will give more definitive esti-
mates of model uncertainty and will be useful in grams. These collaborations are most effective at

tile technical level, as DOE laboratory investigatorsInterpreting model output for policy formulation,
work jointly with modelers at other institutions,

Initial Research Focus such as NCAR and the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), on problems associ-

Four research areas have been Identified ior the ated with the development of climate models on
CHAMMP Program's first phase: massively parallel computers. To accelerate pro-

• understanding of the theoretical limtts to climate gress In the field, advances from research done by
predictability on decade to century time scales, the Science Team will be implemented swiftly

through a framework supported by the model
• development of new algorithms and techniques development program and made available to the

for atmospheric and ocean GCM modeling that largerclimate modelingcommunity.
exploit massively-parallel computers,

• development of more accurate process parame- The primary focus of the Initial model development
tedzations that fit with model resolution, and effort is the full Implementation of the NCAR spec-

tral model and two linite-dilterence atmospl_eflc
• Improvements of computer software to dra- models [the University of California, Los Angeles

: matically Increase model throughput and (UCLA). Colorado State University (CSU) GCM
performance. (Randall et al. 1985; Arakawa and t.amb 1977) and

Proposals were solicited in these areas from prl- the GFDL SKY.Hl GCM (Fels et al. 1980)] on paral.
vate industry and universities. Once again, col- Icl architectures. Plans are also proceeding to port
laborative, multidiscipllnary projects were en- three ocean models, the Semtner-Chervin model
couraged. Eight projects were selected from (Semtner and Chervin 1988), the GFDL's new
48 proposals to receive research grants totaling Modular Ocean Model (Pacanowski et al. 1991),
over $1 M for FY 1991. An additional $1 M will and the German isopycnic-coordinate global ocean
soon be awarded in external grants from the same model used at Scripps Institution of Oceanography
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(Oberhuber 1990) to the parallel machines. In ali Challenges: High Performance Computing and
cases, model developers and users are working Communications. The FY 1992 U.S. Research
with CHAMMP team members to maintain the and Development Program. Committee on
codes' integrity through the transfer. Physical, Mathematical, and Engineering

Sciences, Washington, D.C.
Two programming strategies are being adopted to
port these models to parallel scientific computers, Fels, S. B., J. D. Mahlman, M. D. Scwarzkopf, and
In the first, a single programming thread is exe- R.W. Sinclair. 1980. "Stratospheric Sensitivity to
cuted simultaneously on ali processors. Such a Perturbations in Ozone and Carbon Dioxide: Radi-
"data parallel" programming style is conveniently ative and Dynamical Response." Journal of the
expressed with the array syntax features of the Atmospheric Sciences 37:2265-2297.
new FORTRAN 90 language standard. In the
second, each processor has its own program IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
thread and Information is explicitly passed be- Change). 1990. Climate Change. The IPCC Scien-
tween processors through coding instructions, tific Assessment. Cambridge University Press,
The architectures that exploit these two program- Cambridge, England.
ming models may converge as advences are made
in the hardware. Nevertheless, CHAMMP investi- Oberhuber, J. M. 1990. Simulation of the Atlantic
gators make use of both so that they understand Circulation with a Coupled Sea Ice - Mixed Layer,
what each programming style provides in terms of Isopycnal General Circulation Model Report 59,
ease of code development, debugging, effi- Max Planck Institut f0r Meteorology, Hamburg,
ciency, portability, and compatibility with language Germany.
standards.

Pacanowski, R., KoDixon, and A. Rosetti. 1991.
Through DOE's component of the HPCC Program, A GFDL Modular Ocean Model User's Guide,
the CHAMMP Programwill provideaccess andcom- Version 1.0. GFDL Oc6an Group Technical Report
puter time on leading-edge computer platforms to No. 2, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory,
Science Team members and collaborators. Model Princeton, New Jersey.
development team members at DOE laboratories

will work with scientists addressing other "Grand Randall, D. A., J. A. Abeles, and T. G. Corsetti.
Challenge" applications and will help guide the 1985. "Seasonal Simulations of the Planetary
development of enabling technologies that are Boundary Layer and Boundary Layer Strato-
common to many of these computational prob- cumulus Clouds with a General Circulation Model."
lems. These technologies Include tools for data Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences 42:641-676.
analysis and display, programming language
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bothPNLandtheBattelle/MarineSciencesLabora- Preliminarymeasurementsof depth-dependent
tory (Battelle/MSL)providetechnicalsupportto bubble-sizedistributionsweremadewiththelaser
the EnvironmentalSciencesDivision(ESD) and phased-doppleranemometer(LPDA)intheWST.
conductresearchintotheexchangeof CO2atthe BubblepopulationsproducedintheWST by the
air-seaInterface,deepwaterfom_atton(in ocean tipping-bucketmethodwerecomparedto bubble
general circulationmodels), and surface-layer populationsgenerated by oceanic breaking
processes,includingair-seaexchangesof mass, waves. The LPDAbubblemeasurementswere
heat, and momentum. Directsupportto ESD alsousedto modelair/watergastransportinthe
includesdevelopmentof aqueousCO2standards WST.
and administrationof the scienceteam forthe
GlobalSurveyofCO21ntheOceansproject. Field Experiment. T;_e Nantucket Shoals

microwave/whltecapexperimentwas conducted
FortheCO2OceanResearchproject,FY 1991pro. In February1991, In collaborationwith E. C.
gresst:_cluded Monahanand P. S. Smith. Two variableswere

measuredsimultaneouslyoverNantucketShoals
, furtherstudy,Includinglaboratoryexperiments, (30nrelsouthof CapeCod)fromanaircraftusinga

of the relationshipbetweenocean whitecap high-resolutionvideocameraanda 19-GHzdual-
coverageandtheair-seaexchangeof CO2, polarizationradiometer.Dr.Smithwasresponsible

• continuedstudy of deep convectionin the for analysisof the passivemicrowavedata and
ocean, Dr.Monahananalyzedthevideorecordsforwhite-

capcoverage.
• developmentof a two-dimensionalmodelof

_onvectton,and New Facilities/Instrumentation. To further
, numericalexperimentson oceansurface-layer expandour researchcapabilitiesin the area of

dynamics, air/seagasexchange,wehave

in addition,the projectprovidedtechnicalover- • Installedandcalibratedan LPDAformeasuring
sight for the developmentof advancedsensor aqueous-phase turbulence velocities and
technologlestoroceanmeasurementsfor DOE. bubble-sizedistributionsina WST.

Builta secondlaboratorywitha WSTto beused
Activities and Accomplishments for bulk-phasechemicalstudies. Use of this

Air-Sea Exchange of Carbon Dioxide laboratorywillpermitconcurrentchemicaland
opttcaVspectroscopicmeasurementswhilemini.

Laboratory Experiments. Extensivelabora- mizingpotentialsafetyprobtemswiththeLPDA
tory experimentsto studythe effect of bubbla high-powerlaser.
plumesongas exchangeintheWhitecapSimula-
tionTank(WST)werecorr_pletedc_urlngFY 1991, , Builta purge-and-trapgas chromatographsys-
Thesearedescribedbrieflybelow, tem fordimethylsulfide(DMS)analysis, "['his

systemwill allow1urrher measurementsforthe
Intheoxygentransportexperiments,theeffectsof radiativelyImportanttracespeciesDMSandwill
seawatertemperatureon bubble-plume-governed beusedtostudyevasionratesof DMSasafunc-
gas exchangewere Investigatedfor oxygeneva. ttonof temperature.
ston andInvasion.

Deep Convectlon

In _:seriesof carbondioxidetransportexperl- Constructionof a two-dimensionalconvection
ments, a gas chromatographequippedwith a modelthatusesthe nonhydrostatic,Bousslnesq,
thermal-conductivitydetectorwasusedformeas- IncompressibleNavier-Stokesequationswascom-
uringgas-phaseCO2 concentratbons.Combined pleted. The modelresolvesturbulenteddiesand
withmeasurementsof pH intheWST, thisinstru- lncDudesrh:) effectsof sub-gridmotionsusinga
meritallowsCO2Invasionandevasionto bemeas- sophtstfcated turbule_ k_netic energy (TKE)uredas a functionof watertemperatura.
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model, lt was necessary to use this model to from Shay and Gregg (1986), and the other from
compute the transport of temperature, salinity, an equatorial locationreportedon by Mourn et al.
TKE, and tracers without generating numerical (1989). The Shay and Gregg data represent a
artifacts, case of shallowconvection(100 m) in a regionwith

very small horizontal current velocities. These
Results from two simulations performed using measurements are Ideal for testing the model's
oceanic temperature-salinity profiles taken in abilityto simulatepurely convectivemixing° The
regions where deep convection occurs were Mourn et al. data represent a more challenging
presented at the 1991 lUGG/IAPSO meeting in problem involving convective Interaction with a
Vienna, Austria. strongthermoclineshear zone and, to date, we

have not been able to simulate these intricate
The first simulationwas Initializedwith data taken processes.
in January 1987 from the Medoc region of the
Mediterranean Sea, the second with data taken The model reveals that the evolution o', mixing
duringthe winter of 1988 in the Greenland Sea. begins with convectionat the surface caused by
Analysis of the two temperature-salinityprofiles nighttime cooling and that convective plumes
indicatesthat the Greenland Sea profile is more interact with the underlying thermocline when
likely to become thermobarically unstable after Internal waves are generated. During daylight
coolingthanthe Medocprofile, hours, surface heating suppresses convection,

leading to significantlyreduced mixed-layer eddy
From these simulations we have learned that energy and wave growth° The model agrees
plumes are much more efficient at transporting qualitatively with measurements of turbulent
heat than turbulenteddies, and that when plume kinetic energy dissipation taken by Shay and
formationceases, the heat fluxes for the Medoc Gregg (1986).
and the Greenland Sea are similar in magnitude,
These results have provided new Insight about the A significant problem with the two-dimensional
Importance.,of thermobaric instabititles In deep results concerns the depth of the surface mixed
water formation, layer during the daytime heating period. The ob-

served surface layer exhibits a 20-m mixed layer
Surface Mixed Layer (Two-Dimensional throughout the day. In contrast, the model gen-
Model) eratesa strongtemperatureIncreaseat the surface

To adapta deep convectionmodel to the surface without significantdownwardheat transport. The
mixedlayer (SML) problem, an open lowerboun- 20-m depth of the observedmixedlayer is likelyto
dary conditionwas needed becauseof the limited be a result of Langmuir circulationsand surface
depth of the surface layen The open lowerboun- turbulence caused by wave motion. The model
dary alsoallowedforverticalpropagationof internal cannotsimulate these effects because of its two-
gravitywaves so that wave energy would not inr dimensionalstructure. These resultsindicatethat
creaseovertime as a resultof wave reflection.The a three-dimensionalmodel is necessary to accu-
boundarywe selected is a versionof the radiative ratelysimulateimportantmixingprocessessuchas
method devised by Klemp and Durran (1983). Langmulrctrculations.
Their method is widely used in atmospheric
modelsof mounta(nwaves where the upperboun- Many of the same processesmay be active in the
dary mustallow similargravitywave propagation, vicinityof the equatorialundercurrent. For exam-
Other features added to the two-dimensional pie, the generationof internal waves by convec-
model specificallyfor the SML research are the tion could lead to unstablegravitywave modesin
inclusionof vertical shear in the horizontalvelocity, the strongverticalshear associatedwith the equa-
surface wlnd stress, and the parameterizationof torlalundercurrent. We plan to continuemodeling
turbulentenergy flux at the modeltop, the equatorialregionto test modelperformancefor

regions with strong vertical shear in the near-

Simulations of the SML were performed for two surface current.
sites: one near the Bahamas using mea_,;urements
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Basedon the FY 1991 experiment,we havebetter Three-Dimensional Convection Model,
estimates of vertical eddy viscositiesin convec- The numericalmethodsdeveloped for and tested
tively mixed surface layers and of entrainmentat withthe two-dimensionalmodelwillbe used in the
the mixed-layerbase. In addition,the simulations first version of the three-dimensional model. A
providedmodeldata needed to completean accu- simplifiedimplementationof the advectionscheme
rate kineticenergybudgetforthe oceansurface, and TKE model will be used initially. The model

grid will be organized into vertical sections to
Plans for Future Research enable us to take advantage of computers with

Air-Sea Exchange of Carbon Dioxide parallelarchitecturesandwillprovidegreater flexi-
bility in the choice of computers for run,':_ngthe

Laboratoryand field experimentsare planned for model.
FY 1992 to refinethe empiricalmodeland improve
understandingof the mechanismsby which bub- Initialtestsimulationsthatcan bedirectlycompared
ble plumespromotegas transport, to existingtwo-dimensionalmodel resultswill be

run. This testwill ensurethatthe two-dimensional
Laboratory Experiments. Measurements model has been convertedto athree-dimensional
using phased-doppler anemometry will include model correctly. Verificationof the completethree-
bubble-size spectra and turbulence velocities in dimensional model is expected to begin by the
the WST as a functionof water temperature. The endof FY 1992.
resultswill be used in modelsof bubble-mediated

gas exchange. Surface Mixed Layer

Additionalgas transportexperimentswill be per- The three-dimensionalmodel development effort
formedusingthe gas chromatograph, willbe sharedbetweenthe SML and Deep Convec-

tionprojects. Aspart of the model development,a
surface boundary conditionwill be irnplementedA DOE-owned coulometer, on loan from
for parametedzingthe effectsofwave motion.Brookhaven National Laboratory, will be used

to measure CO2 gas-exchangerates In the WST. References
The coulometerwillprovidefaster measurements
and more accurate anatyses than the Klemp, J. B., and D. R. Durran. 1983, "An Upper
chromatograph, Boundary Condition Permitting internal Gravity

Wave Radiationin NumericalMesoscale Models."
Field Experiments. Planningwill continuefor Monthly Weather Review 111:430-445.
experiments to be conducted in a large outdoor
wave basin. Thebasinwillallowa knownwavefield Mourn, J. N., D. R. Caldwell, and C. A. Paulson.
to be generatedwithconcurrentmeasurementsof 1989. "Mixingin the EquatorialSurfaceLayerand
severalvariables. This projectwill beconductedin Thermocline." Journal of Geophysical Research
collaborationwithP. S. Smithand E. C. Monahan. 94:2005-2021,

Deep Convection Shay, T. J., andM. C. Greog. 1986. =Convecttvely

Two-Dlmenslona! Model. Our experiments Driven Turbulent Mixing in the Upper Ocean."
withthe two-dimensionalconvectionmodel led us Journal of Physical Oceanography 16:1777-1798.
to believe that deep convectioncan be treated in
ocean general circulation models by a one-
dimensionalparcel model algorithm,as is done in Second-Generation Model
atmospheric models. Planned three-dimensional J.A. Edmonds
experiments should provide the data required to
develop an accurate, one-dimensional parcel The Second-Generation Model (SGM) is a new
model to be included in ocean general circulation model designed to produce estimates of global
models to produce realistic quantities of dense greenhouse gas emissions for multiple regions of
water at reasonable depths, the world at tire-year time steps extending as far
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into the future as the year 2100. The new green- addition, two final-demand modules, Households
housegas emissions model is being developed in and Government, have been designed and
phases. The first phase consists of constructing coded.
model Verston 0.0, developing the underlying
database to support this version, and then exercis- To clear the various markets, a robust set of solu-
ingthe model, tion algorithms Is being developed and tested with

very encouraging results so far. Finally, a price
The heart,of the Version 0.0 model will be a new, preprocessorand a crude reportwriter have been
computable,general equilibriummodelingframe- Included.
work. Mostof the detailwill be foundinthe energy
sectordescdptton, in additionto the energy sec- insummary,muchprogresshasbeen madetoward
tor, the new model will include four other highly the FY 1991 goal; however, much additionalwork
aggregated sectoral modules (agriculture, other remains before Version 0.0 can be said to be
production,households, and government) along operating reliablyand efficiently. Highest-priority
with a pricepreprocessor,a demographicmodule, work includesa) expandingthe numberof regions
a solution algorithm, and an emissions post- from one to eleven; b) improving the quality of
processor. The initial prototypehas been com- inputdata,whichare mostlyartificialat present;and
pletedand tested for a single-period,single-region c) exercisingthe modelto refine the solutionalgo-
case. Evolutionaryextensionsand refinementof rithmfor greaterefficiency.
parameterizationresultingin a completefull-scale
model, Version 1.0, will be accomplishedprogres- FY 1992 Activities

sivelyover approximatelythe next 2 years. How- Activities in FY 1992 will focus on completing
ever, increasinglyusefuloutputwill be availablein Version0.0, improvingmodel data, exercisingthe
the interim, model, and initiallydevelopingVersion1.0.

FY 1991 Accomplishments From October 1, 1991, throughJanuary 1, 1992,
A major accomplishmentfor the project was the the Generic Production/Cost Module will be
formationof a projectteam, includingthe hiringof modifiedto Include the following:
an exceptionallywell-qualifiedteam leader.

• energy (and potentially other) productionfrom a

The overall goal for FY 1991 was to have Version depletable resource base,
0.0 fully operational, and significant progress was ° energy (and potentially other) production from a
made toward that end. A demographic module renewable resource base,

that accepts user-specified rates and provides • time delay between Initial investment and Initial
forecastsof populationby region,gender, andage productionfor an economicactivity,andgroupas Input for other modulesof the model has
been devetopedand tested. Planscall for feeding • coefficientsfor greenhousegas emissions.

back Informationfrom other model modules(e.g., In addition,the model will be extendedto run for
education level) to explore effects on population 11 regions and 23 five-year periods to the year
and resulting impacts on other economic 2100.
processes.

FromJanuary 1 throughJuly 1, 1992, collectionof
A Generic Production/Cost Module that can be economicand energydata will continue. Workwill
readilyadaptedto the Individualmodulesbyspeci- proceed toward a final implementation of the
fying such parameters as number of sectors and model. The developmentof the requireddata sets
subsectors and by providing a tailored database has been supported by the participationof a nurn-
with information such as resources, vintages, and ber of international energy experts, who have
production function coefficients, has been devei- visited PNL through the Advanced International
oped and coded. Currently, three rudimentary Studies Unit'svisiting scholars program. By July 1,
production modules have been Incorporated' 1992, Version 0,0 will be fully implemented.Agriculture, Energy, and Other Production. In
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During the final quarter of FY 1992, the model will Investment in energy-saving and emissions-
be exercised and a series of analyses will be con- reduction efforts.

ducted. These analyses will Include the effects of • As an adjunct to model development, ways to
local, regional, and global carbon and of taxes enhance user-friendliness (e.g., graphic user
basedon emissionsweighted by their global warm- interface)will be explored to maximlze access to
Ing potential (GWP), to examine the direct and the final product.indirect effects of these measures on emissions
reductions, national Income, and International To work in conjunctlonwith the SGM within an Inter-
trade. Results will be compared to those reported nally consistent, Integrating framework, PNL ts
inthe literature, seeking multisponsor funding for a computer

model of the effects of global change on human
Beginning about Aprtl 1, 1992, work will begin in systems.
the development of SGM Version 1.0. This work
will Includethe following activities:

The Regional Effects of Climate, The AgricultureModule willbe extendedfroma
single product to as many as ten markets, A Change and CO2 Fertilization on
biome scheme will be implemented that will the Natural and Human Environ-
reflect changes in land productivity. Modeling ment: the MINK Study
of gradations of water availability will be
explored, M.J. Scott

• The Other Products Module will be separated General circulation models (GCMs) indicate that
Intothe fol}owingsectors: Manufacturing(both human-caused increases in greenhouse gases
materials-intensive and other manufacturing), may raise the average temperature of the earth's
Transportation,Health and OtherServices,and atmosphereduring the next century to levelsnot
Education. experiencedinthe last 100,000 years. The costof

stabilizingthe Earth'sclimatefs believed to be high
• A_thoughthe basic structureof the Households (Lasl_of and Tirpak 1990; National Research

Module will remain the same, increasingly Council1990), so the researchcommunity Increas-
sophisticatedmodelingof the laborsupplyand ingly is focusingon Improving methodologiesto
educational servicesdemand functionswill be analyze the impact of climate change on natural
incorporated.Savings supplywillbe made sen- resources and the human economic and social
sitive to interest rates. Labor supply will be systemsthat dependon them.
made sensitiveto the education and age struc-

tureof the population, At the initiation of the Resources Analysis Re-
. In the Government Module, the decision- search Project in FY 1989, it was determinedthat

making processes will be refined to include methodological advances were needed in four
infrastructures, tax rates, and regulatory specificareas:
policies. • analysesmustbe froward-lookingin addressing

• The EnergyModulewill be expandedto permit the suite of technologiesavailablein the future,
a wider range and more flexibilityin choicesof which may be as Importantto determiningcon-
technologies, sequencesas will future atmosphericCO2 and

climate;
• As the individualproductionsectorsare Increas-

inglydlsaggregated, the EmissionsCalculation , methodsmustbe developedfor addressingthe
Module can provide finer-grained summations interactions of human and natural systems,
of greenhousegas emissions. Including methods to analyze simultaneously

the interaction of multiple resources within a
• Mechanisms will be exploredfor modeling the systemsframework;behaviorof nonmarket economies.

, analysis must recognize that natural resource
• The role of research and development 6nthe effectsmay transcend politicalboundariesand

rate of technical progress will be Investigated that human migration and interregional trade
with a view toward research and development
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and competitionmay affect the size or eventhe The Impactsof climate change on "typical" agri-
directionof netclimateimpacts;and culturalcroppingsystems(includingyields, profit,

o moreefficient meansof generatingdistributions energy, and water use) were analyzed using a
of uncertain potentialoutcomes from model- version of the Erosion-ProductionImpact Calcu-
basedanalysesare required, lator(EPIC) computercode (Williamset al. 1984),

while forest productsyieldswere calculatedusing
a version of the FORENA code (Solomon et al.The Resources Analysis Research Project was

initiatedto addressali of these Issuesand develop 1984; Solomon and West 1987). In validation
the scientific Informationbase and the analytical runs,EPIC producedclose approximationsof cur-

rentcropyields and water use for today'sclimate,toolsnecessaryto understandthe regionalconse-
quences of CO2/climatechange,Includingdescrip- while FORENA results for today's climate closely
tions oftheir nature,timing,magnitude,and associ- matched today's actual Missouriforests. Water
ated uncertainties. The program focused on a supplyand demand balanceswere calculated in
singleregionof the United States [Missouri,Iowa, part using U.S. Army Corpsof Engineers'simula-
Nebraska, and Kansas (MINK)], employeda his- tionsof the MissouriRiverBasinreservoirs.Finally,
torical analogclimate (the Dust Bowl periodof the the overall Impact on the regional economywas
1930s), and analyzedthe Interactionsof ali of the calculatedusingthe IMPLAN computercode (U.S.
resourceswithinthat region as they mightevolve Department of Agriculture1989).
under current and changing CO2/climate condi-
tionsover the next50 years. Program Findings

Some of the key empirical findingsof the MINK
Accomplishments studyare as follows:

During the third year of the project (FY 1991), • Future technological change would Increase
based on resultsof an internationalpeer review the yieldsof the Individualmajorcropsgrownin
conductedin Interlaken,Switzerland,in November the MINK regionfrom 65% to 90% by the year
1990, finalanalysiswasconducted. The computer 2030 inthe absenceof climatechange.

models adapted inpreviousyears to simulatethe , Givena 1930s analogclimate,cropyieldsInthe
impactsof climate changewere used to simulate year 2030 would decline by between 1% and
the effects of both the 1930s analog climate 28% relativeto the futurebaseline iffarrnersdo
change and increased atmospheric CO2 on four not react to climate change. The net value of
natural resource sectors and the MINK regional MINK crop productionin the worstcase would
economy. A comprehensive report, in eight be reducedby an average 22%, while irrigationvolumes, was written describing the impact of

requirements would increase. However, theanalog climate, human adaptation, economic
combination of CO2 effects, technological

growth, and technologicalchange on the MINK change, and low-costfarmer adaptationscould
resourcesectorsandthe regional economy, reduce these losses considerably. Effective

methodsalreadyavailableincludeearlierplant-
The analysiswas conductedin four stages: 1) the ing, longer-season varieties, conservation
analogclimatechangefirstwas imposedontoday's tillage, and more drought-resistantcrops and
economywithmid-1980stechnologyand no adap- cultivars. Additional adaptations could take
tationby economicactors in the region;2) today's advantage of CO2 {ertilization and warmereconomicsystemwas then allowedto make low-

climates in the year 2030. The combinedcost adaptationstoclimatechange,and the effects
net value of farm productionof the four keyof enhanced CO2 on photosynthesisand water
crops--wheat, corn, soybeans, and sorghum--

utilizationwere allowedto occur in the agriculture Increased3% above baseline (more than 65%
and forestry sectors; 3) future economic growth abovetoday'svalues) inthe bestscenario.and foreseeable technological change without
climate change were estimatedfor the year 2030; , The intensive miningof groundwaterfor irriga-
and finally,4) analogclimatechange,CO2 effects, tion in the MINK region and growingcompeti-
and economicadaptationwere ali combinedforthe tion for surfacewater to sustainrecreationand
year 2030 and the effect on each sector and the wildlife is likely to result in significant future
region's economyanalyzed, water demand-supply Imbalances and stress on
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water managementInstitutionsearly Inthe next , The regionaleconomicImpactsof a 1930s ana-
century even withoutclimatechange, If water logclimateinthe MINK regionwere projectedto
management prioritieswere changed, adapta_ be modest. Regional impactswere calculated
tions to future climate could force a general for agricultureand water-basedrecreation,both
returnto dryland agriculturein the two western of which are large enough and vulnerable
statesto conservegroundwater,while irrigation enoughto climate changeto make a difference
wouldincrease sharplyin the eastern states (a inthe overalleconomy. If farmers are unableto
decline of about 30% in Irrigatedfarm land in adjustto the changed climate, andonly agricul-
Nebraskaand 58% in Kansasand a 300%-plus tural exports are affected, then the Impact on
increasein Iowa andMissouri). Damoperations regional productionwas projected to be a
on the MissouriRivercould be changed to de- declineof only0.3% to 1.3%. Inthe worstcase
emphasize navigationand emphasize fish and (considered less likely), the feedlot and
wildlife and recreationrequirementsfor surface livestockIndustrycouldalso declinebecauseof
waters, increasingregionalincomesdependent a lack of feed grains,andthe declineinregional
on these activities, economic output could be as large as 10%.

• The region's marginal forest products sector However, projectedtechnologicaland manage-
would decline under the analog climate, with ment responsesby farmers could also lead to
biomass production declining between 20% netIncreasesin regionalproduct.The impactof
and 60% in the long run and with significant a climate-relateddeclinein water-basedrecrea-
reductionsin bothstandingstock and harvest, lion was calculatedas a declinetn regionalout-
Salvage loggingcouldsupport the industryfor put of probablyless than 1%.
some time; however, in the absence of new
wood processing methods that utilize lower Future Work
quality stock, the region's forest products The study identifiedwater supplyand demand as
Industry would likely migrate to other regions themostcriticalclimate-relatedissueinthe region.
tllat are relatively better off under climate However, the analysiswas limitedin that, for rea-
change. Plantationforestryto supportbiomass sonsof time and budget, itcouldnot deal with the
productionis possiblein the region but would water supplyand demand of ali of the riverbasins
requirea significantsubsidy, contributingto water supplyfor the MINK region.

An important extensionof the MINK region anal-. Total energy demand in agriculturewould be
Increased by about 3% to 4% by the analog ysis would reflectwater supplyand demand (and
climate, Increases in irrigation demand for Institutions)in the Upper MissouriRiver Basin to

see how climate change effects in one regionenergy being partially offset by decreases in
energy for crop drying. Impacts of climate affect downstreamwater users in another region.
change on thermal energy supply were gen- There are numerousanalogies elsewhere in the
erallyof minor importance. Little hydropoweris worldwithtrans-boundaryriverflows. Comparative
currentlygenerated in the MINK region; how. analysis needs to be done with other resources
ever, major declinescouldoccurin hydropower and other resource management institutional
productionin the upperreachesof the Missouri settings.

basin, adverselyaffectingpower imports. Despite the fact that the MINK study dealt with
• A simple decision anatysls model analyzed uncertainty, within the multiple..modelanalytical

farmer decisionsto switch crops underclimate methodology it is not simpleto directlyassessthe
uncertainty. If farmerswere relatively impervi, effectsof a wide range of alternativeclimate sca-
ous to risk, it was found that they would be nariosor impacts in other regions. However, the
attracted to cropswith higher average profita- methodsused in the study could be generalized
bi!ity, such as corn, even if climate cllange for other regionsto identifyeffective and flexible
tendedto significantlyincreasethe variabilityof technical and institutional responses to climate
yields. Iffarmerswerehighlyaverse to risk,they change. In particular, based on the results and
would likely adopt crops such as sorghum, lessons learned in the MINK study, it appears
whichhave loweraveragebutless variablepro. feasible to Jevelop a generic regional model de-
fitabilityunderthe analogclimate, signedto capture in a reducedform the essential
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climate-sensitive features of the sectoral and Cushman,CarolynHunsaker, and LindaAllisonof
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